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Learning to Trust in God’s Timing  
and Plan for Your Life

 y Michael Youssef’s books have sold more than  
2 million copies worldwide

 y Author’s weekly television programs and daily radio 
programs are broadcast in 25 languages and seen 
worldwide, airing more than 12,000 times per week

 y Includes reflection questions for small group or  
individual study 

When God promised Abraham that his descendants would be as 
numerous as the stars in the sky, Abraham was childless. Yet 

through many obstacles, temptations, and even failures, Abraham became 
an example of faith as he learned to trust God’s promises regardless of 
circumstances.

In this faith-filled book, Michael Youssef takes you through Abraham’s 
incredible journey of faith, encouraging you to trust God’s timing and 
plan when the road gets difficult. He also shares his own experiences of 
trusting God in a foreign land and includes reflection questions for you and 
your small group to pinpoint the ways in which you’re trusting—or need 
to trust—God to keep his promises, even when the way forward seems 
impossible—even when you can’t see the stars.

Counting Stars in  
an Empty Sky
Michael Youssef

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Michael Youssef is the found-
er and president of Leading The 
Way with Dr. Michael Youssef 
(www.LTW.org), a worldwide 
ministry that leads the way 
for people living in spiritual 
darkness to discover the light 
of Christ through the creative 
use of media and on-the-ground 
ministry teams. He is also the 
founding pastor of The Church of The Apostles in 
Atlanta, Georgia. The author of Life-Changing Prayers, 
Youssef lives with his wife in Atlanta. They have four 
grown children and ten grandchildren.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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978-0-8010-7786-9
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Available: September 3
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EXCERPT

This cause—to ignite the next 
generation of Christians for Jesus—
has lit Mark and me up for a long 
time. Mark has written books, taught 
hundreds of thousands of teens and 
leaders, and prepped parents for life 
in this new reality. I, too, have spent 
the better part of my working life 
trying to get a handle on the prob-
lems facing the next generation, and 
on potential solutions. . . .

It is our contention in this book that 
today’s society is, for many reasons 
we will explore, especially and 
insidiously faith-repellent. Certainly 
God’s people have weathered hostile 
seasons in the past; the pages of 
Scripture and the annals of church 
history remind us it is never easy to 
live faithfully. But our research shows 
that resilient faith is becoming more 
rare today, and tougher to grow.

That reality leads us to our main 
argument in Faith for Exiles.

 
Non-Christians are avoiding 
Christianity and young Christians 
are abandoning church. But by 
cultivating five practices, we can 
meet the deepest longings of our 
anxious age. 

Even now there is hope hidden in 
the cracks. We find this hope breaking 
through in places like Scotland and 
Ireland and the wider UK and Aus-
tralia—societies that are even more 
post-Christian than our own. We see it 
in our research in North America too. 
And what we find confirms again what 
Christianity’s long history reveals: The 
roots of faithfulness can sink deeper in 
anxious, unsettled times. Faith can grow 
even—and sometimes especially—in the 
darkest of times and places. 

Over a decade’s worth of research 
with nearly 100,000 teens, young adults, 
parents, and church leaders shows us how 
young faith can mature and last a lifetime. 
This book is about what we’ve discovered, 
as best we can describe it at this moment 
in time.

4 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bakerbooks .com 4
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Good Faith
978-0-8010-7544-5
You Lost Me
978-0-8010-1589-2
unChristian
978-0-8010-7271-0

Powerful New Research-Driven  
Insights for 21st-Century Discipleship

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: September 3
$21.99
978-0-8010-1315-7

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
256 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: RELIGION / Christianity / General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-8010-7812-5

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

David Kinnaman is coauthor of unChristian, You Lost Me, 
and Good Faith. He is president of Barna Group, a leading 
research and communications company that works with 
churches, nonprofits, and businesses ranging from film 
studios to financial services. Since 1995, David has directed 
interviews with more than 1 million individuals and overseen 
hundreds of US and global research studies. He and his wife 
live in California with their three children.

Mark Matlock has been working with youth pastors, 
students, and parents for more than two decades. He is the 
principal at WisdomWorks, a consulting firm dedicated to 
helping individuals, churches, and faith-centered organiza-
tions leverage the transforming power of wisdom to accom-
plish their mission. Mark is the former executive director for 
Youth Specialties (YS) and creator of the PlanetWisdom teen 
discipleship conferences. He has written more than 20 books 
for teens and parents. In addition, Mark is an ordained minis-
ter serving as a member of Irving Bible Church. Mark and his 
wife live in Texas and have two adult children.

 y Reveals five practices that  
cultivate resilient faith in  
the next generation

 y Kinnaman is president of 
Barna Group and author of 
bestselling unChristian, You 
Lost Me, and Good Faith, which 
have sold more than 375,000 
total copies

 y Matlock is an author and 
speaker and the former  
executive director of  
Youth Specialties

In a series of groundbreaking studies that led to two bestselling books, David Kinnaman 
and his team at Barna Group uncovered the reasons young people are increasingly resist-

ing and rejecting the church. But the news isn’t all bleak. Recent analysis of Barna’s rich 
store of data reveals a hidden hope: the Church already has the resources to meet young 
people’s deepest desires and most pressing needs—if only church leaders and Christian 
parents rediscover them and put them into practice. 

In Faith for Exiles, David Kinnaman teams up with former executive director of Youth  
Specialties Mark Matlock to reveal five formational practices that have the power to 
cultivate resilient faith in the next generation. Drawing on groundbreaking insights and 
never-before-released data, Kinnaman and Matlock show readers that God has not given  
up on the next generation. In fact, the church is needed, now more than ever, to disciple, 
bless, and empower young Jesus followers—and to learn from them.

Defying the secularizing trends, these resilient young Christians are paving a faithful 
way forward in digital Babylon. Faith for Exiles offers Christians young and old the hope 
and real-world wisdom they’re looking for as they navigate a rapidly changing, increasingly 
complex, post-Christian culture, as exiles together.

Faith for Exiles
David Kinnaman and Mark Matlock
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With God, Anything Is Possible

 y Book will be promoted on the national radio  
program Pathway to Victory, reaching 106 million US 
households and 195 countries, and PTV will heavily 
promote the book through direct mail, e-blasts, and its 
website

 y Author was featured on season 3 of TLC show Rattled, 
which has a viewership of millions, and has a social 
media following of more than 3 million

 y Dr. Robert Jeffress, senior pastor of First Baptist Church 
of Dallas and bestselling author, will promote the book 
to his 13,000-member church

God wants to do more in our lives than we can possibly imagine. So 
why do we settle for less? Many times, it’s because we are afraid to 

ask. Whether we feel selfish or silly doing so, or we want to let God off the 
hook in case he doesn’t answer, we rarely pray for our deepest desires—
not realizing that our desires are often dreams conceived by God that 
he wants to fulfill. It’s time to discover the exciting adventure you were 
created to live!

In Pray Big Things, Julia Jeffress Sadler dares you to start praying big. 
Sharing her own story of God’s life-changing answers to bold prayers— 
a miraculous journey through infertility, miscarriages, and giving birth to 
triplets—Julia challenges you to take God at his word and see him move 
like never before. Humorous, practical, and filled with biblical insights, this 
book will give you the courage to pray big things and watch expectantly for 
God’s even bigger answers.

Pray Big Things
Julia Jeffress Sadler, LPC

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Julia Jeffress Sadler, LPC is a reality 
star from TLC’s Rattled who has seen God 
do immeasurably more than anything she 
could hope or imagine. After suffering three 
miscarriages in one year, God blessed her 
and her husband, Ryan, with triplets. Their 
story of faith, prayer, and evangelism in the 
midst of heartache has encouraged thou-
sands around the world. Julia is a licensed 
professional counselor and the girls ministry 
director at the 13,000-member First Baptist Church of Dallas, 
Texas. She is a regular conference speaker, radio show guest, and 
host of The Julia Sadler Show. Her clinical training, biblical foun-
dation, pastor’s daughter upbringing, and sense of humor provide 
a fresh prospective on cultural topics. Julia and her junior-high 
sweetheart, Ryan, live and minister in Dallas, Texas.
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Teach Your Little Ones about Heaven

 y Dr. Jeffress is pastor of 13,000-member First Baptist 
Church in Dallas and author of over twenty books

 y Author’s radio and TV programs, Pathway to Victory, 
reach 106 million US households and 195 countries

 y Gives comforting, Scripture-based answers to 10  
questions kids ask about heaven

Children ask a lot of questions. When a death occurs in their family or 
circle of friends, those questions inevitably turn toward heaven. Is 

heaven real? Where is it? What will we do there? How do we get there? 
And more. Parents and grandparents often find themselves at a loss to 
explain a place that they suddenly may realize they don’t know much about 
either.

Colorfully illustrated and using simple concepts and language that 
children ages 4–7 can understand, A Place Called Heaven for Kids provides 
answers to 10 of these common questions. In doing so, it gives children 
peace of mind about their lost loved one as well as a comforting, biblical 
picture of their forever home. For parents, grandparents, and caregivers, 
it offers a positive, constructive way to grieve, hope, and grow with the 
children in their lives.

A Place Called  
Heaven for Kids
Dr. Robert Jeffress

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Robert Jeffress is senior 
pastor of the 13,000-member First 
Baptist Church in Dallas, Texas, 
and is a Fox News contributor. 
His daily radio program, Pathway 
to Victory, is heard on more than 
900 stations nationwide, and his 
weekly television program is seen 
on thousands of cable systems 
and stations in the United States 
and in 195 countries around the world. Known for his 
bold, biblical stands on cultural issues, Jeffress has been 
interviewed on more than 2,000 radio and TV programs, 
including Good Morning America, CBS This Morning, Fox 
& Friends, MSNBC, CNN, Real Time with Bill Maher, and 
Hardball with Chris Matthews. He is the author of Not 
All Roads Lead to Heaven, A Place Called Heaven, and 
Choosing the Extraordinary Life. He lives in Dallas.

ALSO AVAILABLE

A Place Called Heaven
978-0-8010-9367-8
Not All Roads Lead to 
Heaven
978-0-8010-7285-7
Choosing the  
Extraordinary Life
978-0-8010-9465-1
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Simple Home Organization  
Solutions for Busy Moms

 y These 10 foundational rules and easy-to-use systems for 
home organization will increase your home’s efficiency 
and bring more peace and joy to your family

 y Author has a digital reach approaching 100,000 followers  
and is a blogger, a YouTuber, the host of the Simply  
Joyful podcast, and a homeschooling mom of five

 y Author speaks regularly at women’s events and  
homeschool events

Getting—and staying—organized is a challenge in and of itself. Add 
motherhood to the mix, and you’ve got a whole new dimension of diffi-

culty. So how does a busy mom stay on top of the daily chaos that children 
inevitably bring along with them?

No matter what your situation is, Kristi Clover’s home organization 
systems will work for you. Her foundational rules are highly adaptable and 
will help you make your home more efficient no matter where you live or 
how many kids you have (and how messy they are). She helps you prior-
itize, break down big jobs, declutter, develop age-appropriate chores for 
your kids, tackle the endless piles of laundry, and so much more. If you long 
to have a functional and fabulous home for your family and you’re tired of 
feeling overwhelmed by all the work, this life-changing book is for you!

MOM—Master Organizer  
of Mayhem
Kristi Clover

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kristi Clover is an efficiency 
expert and a homeschooling 
mom of five kids ranging in age 
from preschool to teen. Aside 
from her family (and chocolate), 
she’s passionate about encour-
aging and inspiring families by 
offering simple solutions for a 
more joy-filled life. A down-to-
earth writer and an energetic 
speaker, Kristi loves to share about her adventures 
in motherhood and home life at KristiClover.com, on 
the Simply Joyful podcast, and on social media as  
@KristiClover. She lives in San Diego, California.
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How to Select and Develop Talent and Create 
a Winning Culture Customers Will Love

 y Author spent 33 years developing and leading the 
culture at Chick-fil-A as its first female officer

 y Frequent ministry and corporate speaker at more  
than 50 events per year, including Propel Leadership 
Conference, National Leadership and Character  
Symposium, and the Coca-Cola Company

 y Dee Ann is a former board member of Proverbs 31

When it comes to running a business, the most important decisions 
a leader makes are not about products or locations—they’re about 

people. For the past 33 years, Dee Ann Turner has been recruiting, training, 
and retaining some of the best employees in the restaurant business. 
Now she’s ready to share her secrets on how to build, sustain, and grow 
an organizational culture that attracts world-class talent and consistently 
delights customers, no matter what your industry.

In Bet on Talent, Turner shows you how to
•	 create a remarkable company culture 
•	 select, sustain, and steward talent
•	 nurture internal relationships
•	 create company loyalty that leads to customer loyalty
•	 instill the practice of servant leadership within your organization
•	 treat everyone with honor, dignity, and respect
•	 and much more

Bet on Talent
Dee Ann Turner

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dee Ann Turner began her 
career at Chick-fil-A, Inc. more 
than 30 years ago. In 2001, she 
became Chick-fil-A’s first female 
officer—vice president, tal-
ent—responsible for franchisee 
selection, talent acquisition, 
talent management, HR oper-
ations, diversity and inclusion, 
culture and engagement, and 
learning and development. She has shared her ex-
pertise as a speaker at venues such as the Coca-Cola 
Company, Propel Leadership Conference with John 
Maxwell and Christine Caine, Right Now Media, and 
the US Air Force Academy’s National Leadership and 
Character Symposium, among others. Turner lives in 
Peachtree City, Georgia.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Robert Jeffress is senior pastor of 
the 13,000-member First Baptist Church 
in Dallas, Texas, and is a Fox News 
contributor. His daily radio program, 
Pathway to Victory, is heard on more 
than 900 stations nationwide, and 
his weekly television program is seen 
on thousands of cable systems and 
stations in the United States and in 195 
countries around the world. He is the 
author of Not All Roads Lead to Heaven 
and A Place Called Heaven. He lives in 
Dallas.

Be a Healthy Leader and Learn  
from the Challenges of Ministry

God’s Seven Secrets for  
Success and Significance

Too many of us settle for a listless life of mundane routine. Dr. Robert 
Jeffress has an encouraging message for those looking for something 

more: God not only wants us to enjoy an extraordinary life but has provided 
a roadmap for doing so. In this inspiring and motivating book, Dr. Jeffress 
reveals seven secrets from Elijah that result in a life marked by significance, 
satisfaction, and success, including discovering your unique purpose in life, 
waiting on God’s timing, learning how to handle bad days, and more.

Choosing the Extraordinary Life
Dr. Robert Jeffress

With 30 years of experience behind him, David Horner knows the pitfalls of 
a life in ministry. In 7 Challenges Pastors Face, Horner shows you how to

•	 balance the demands of your calling
•	 sharpen your vision
•	 grow a team
•	 cultivate humility

Developing a well-balanced approach to responsibilities and passions 
will equip you to thrive in the face of the many challenges of ministry. This 
book can show you the way.

7 Challenges  
Pastors Face
David Horner

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

David Horner is the executive director 
of Equipped for Life where he equips 
leaders for the work of the kingdom.  
He holds an MDiv from Gordon- 
Conwell Theological Seminary and  
a PhD from Southeastern Baptist  
Theological Seminary.
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42 Days to Navigate Adulting

 y Welcome to Adulting was on the ECPA Top 50 bestseller 
list October 2018 

 y Speaker, pastor, and former leader of The Porch  
provides young adults a daily guide to help them adult 
well

 y A great gift for graduating students, a resource for 
young adult small groups, and a guide for young pro-
fessionals everywhere

For many young people, the transition to adulthood is a bumpy one, 
fraught with opportunities to make mistakes and bad choices. The 

clear expectations they had at home or in school are gone, and they may 
feel unprepared to face what comes next. But it doesn’t have to be so 
complicated!

Now the author of the bestselling Welcome to Adulting and former  
leader of one of the country’s largest young adult ministries offers this  
42-day guide to help readers with the struggles of adulthood, including 
navigating relationships, achieving career goals, and overcoming worry 
through daily pondering, practice, and prayer. If you loved Welcome to  
Adulting and you want to know just how to apply its insights to your life,  
this guide is for you.

Welcome to Adulting  
Survival Guide
Jonathan “JP” Pokluda

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jonathan “JP” Pokluda is 
pastor at Harris Creek in Waco, 
Texas, and former leader of The 
Porch. The author of the best-
selling Welcome to Adulting, 
Pokluda came to understand 
the grace of the Gospel in his 
early twenties, which ignited a 
desire in him to reach people in 
their twenties and thirties for 
Christ. He lives with his wife, Monica, and their three 
children.
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A True Story of Faith, Persecution, 
and International Intrigue

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 15
$26.99
978-0-8010-9487-3

hardcover
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256 pages
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Andrew Brunson is an Ameri-
can pastor and a teaching elder 
of the Evangelical Presbyterian 
Church. Brunson was arrested 
in Turkey, where he had served 
since the mid-1990s as an 
evangelical pastor of the Izmir 
Resurrection Church, in October 
2016 during the purges occur-
ring after the 2016 Turkish coup 
attempt. In October 2018, the Trump administration 
successfully secured his release after US economic 
sanctions and tariffs were placed on Turkey.

 y Story has tremendous ap-
peal for those interested in 
outreach to Muslims and 
concerned for the persecuted 
church in the Middle East

 y Sought-after speaker will be 
featured at the SBC National 
Convention in 2019

 y Story received international 
media interest, but author is 
withholding media requests 
until publication

In 1993, Andrew Brunson was asked to travel to Turkey, the largest unevangelized country 
in the world, to serve as a missionary. Though hesitant because of the daunting and 

dangerous task that lay ahead, Andrew and his wife, Norine, believed this was God’s plan 
for them.

What followed was a string of threats and attacks, but also successes in starting new 
churches in a place where many people had never met a Christian. As their work with 
refugees from Syria, including Kurds, gained attention and suspicion, Andrew and Norine 
acknowledged the threat but accepted the risk, determining to stay unless God told them to 
leave.

In 2016, they were arrested. Though the State eventually released Norine, who remained 
in Turkey, Andrew was imprisoned. Accused of being a spy and being among the plotters of 
the attempted coup, he became a political pawn whose story soon became known around 
the world.

God’s Hostage is the incredible true story of his imprisonment, his brokenness, and his 
eventual freedom. Anyone with a heart for missions, especially to the Muslim world, will 
love this tension-laden and faith-laced book.    

God’s Hostage
Andrew Brunson
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Answer Discouragement with  
the Promise of God’s Truth

 y Jason Meyer replaced John Piper as pastor of  
Bethlehem Baptist Church

 y Meyer has an extensive speaking platform in the  
US and regularly speaks at international pastors’  
conferences

 y Will appeal to fans of Warren Wiersbe, John Piper,  
and Erwin Lutzer

A fallen world is full of reasons to lose heart. From the large-scale 
tragedies of war, famine, and natural disasters, to the more personal 

tragedies of broken relationships and broken dreams, it can be difficult to 
avoid discouragement—even for the believer. And yet, Scripture calls us to 
a life of hope, based not on wishful thinking or avoiding our problems but 
based on who God is, what he has done, and what he is still doing.

In this short, giftable book, pastor Jason Meyer shows you that though 
the reasons for discouragement seem strong, the reasons we have to take 
heart and hold on to hope are stronger yet. Through biblical truth and per-
sonal stories, Meyer encourages the weary and anxious believer by shining 
light on the nature of reality, the nature of God, and the intersection of the 
two in our daily, rubber-meets-the-road lives. The result is a book that lifts 
our spirits in a world that too often seeks to drag us down.

Don’t Lose Heart
Jason Meyer

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jason Meyer is pastor 
for preaching and vision at 
Bethlehem Baptist Church 
and associate professor of 
New Testament at Bethlehem 
College and Seminary. He daily 
thanks the Lord that he gets to 
be married to the love of his 
life, Cara. The Lord has blessed 
them with four children and 
they live in Roseville, Minnesota. Jason still can’t get 
over the fact that the Lord saved him. He believes 
that being a Christian is the most wonderful thing in 
the world.
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The Transformative Power of Forgiveness

 y Author is founder and president of Ruth Graham  
Ministries

 y Ruth Graham’s books have sold more than 500,000 
copies

 y Author is an experienced conference speaker and Bible 
teacher who has appeared on Good Morning America, 
Fox and Friends, LIFE Today with James and Betty  
Robison, and Joyce Meyer’s Everyday Life

When we live with unresolved anger or hurt, the result is nearly 
always bitterness, broken relationships, and unhealthy behaviors. 

Unforgiveness not only sabotages our interactions with those around us, 
it impedes our own spiritual growth and inner peace. And it can happen to 
anyone.

In her most vulnerable writing yet, Ruth Graham reveals how a visit to 
Angola Prison inspired her to release the unforgiveness lurking in her own 
heart—toward others, herself, and even her heavenly Father and her earth-
ly father, evangelist Billy Graham. In this encouraging book, she weaves 
her own personal experiences with biblical examples to explore what holds 
us back from forgiving others and ourselves—and what we gain when we 
finally discover the power to forgive. Along the way, she guides us into our 
own deeply personal experiences of forgiveness that will penetrate our 
protective walls and unleash true transformation in our lives.

Forgiving My Father,  
Forgiving Myself
Ruth Graham with Cindy Lambert

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Ruth Graham is the author 
of nine books including the 
bestselling In Every Pew 
Sits a Broken Heart and the 
award-winning Step into the 
Bible. Her passion is to moti-
vate people by God’s grace and 
loving acceptance to move from 
a place of woundedness to a 
place of wholeness in Christ. 
Ruth Graham Ministries seeks to create safe places 
where people can begin and further their journey 
to wholeness in Christ. No stranger to heartache, 
Graham provides a biblical perspective as she shares 
her journey and points to the faithfulness of God in 
her own life’s heartache. She lives in the Shenandoah 
Valley of Virginia and has three grown children and 
nine terrific grandchildren.

Cindy Lambert is a freelance 
writer and executive editor for 
Baker Publishing Group. For 
nearly two decades she owned 
an award-winning book-
store before expanding into 
leadership roles in distribution, 
editorial with such companies 
as Ingram, Simon & Schuster, 
and Zondervan where she 
served as vice president and associate publisher. She 
and her husband, Dave, have six children and nine 
grandchildren and live in Michigan.
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Bold New Voice Empowers Women to Tell 
Their Stories with Courage and Grace

 y Author writes regularly for a number of magazines and 
blogs, is a pastor at Liberty Church Downtown in New 
York City, and is a regular speaker at conferences and 
events

 y Author writes with a bold, edgy, yet relatable voice that 
will empower readers to tell the truth, even when it 
hurts or is risky

 y Includes questions for reflection and small group  
discussion at the end of each chapter

We are experts at hiding from each other. We withhold the truth, pre-
tend we’re okay, and perform at great personal cost. In fact, many 

of us are so good at lying to others about how we’re “just fine, thank you” 
that we don’t even realize anymore that we’re lying to ourselves. We’re 
missing the opportunity to offer our true selves to the world around us, to 
say what needs to be said and do what needs to be done, and to live with 
grace and gumption.

If you’re tired of smiling on the outside while you are broken and 
battered on the inside, Ashley Abercrombie has a message for you—it’s 
okay to tell the truth about yourself and what you’ve been through. In 
being brutally honest about her own struggle to overcome addiction, rape, 
abortion, perfectionism, and dysfunctional relationships, she helps you 
break the silence on your own pain and shame in order to find healing, en-
couragement, and ultimately acceptance. You’ll learn to listen to your gut, 
courageously own your story (no matter how messy), and release those 
around you to do the same.

Rise of the Truth Teller
Ashley Abercrombie

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ashley Abercrombie wore a mask more than 
half her life, and considers herself too old and 
too annoyed to ever put that thing on again. 
She has fought to overcome addiction, rape, 
abortion, perfectionism, and dysfunctional 
relationships to become an honest, whole, 
and free woman (most days) and has been in 
multicultural urban ministry and justice work for 
more than 15 years. During that time, she has 
taught Bible studies, classes, small groups, and 
workshops on reconciliation and justice, as well as Sunday services. 
Ashley is a content creator, and more than 200,000 people have 
completed her YouVersion Bible App devotional. She’s currently doing 
that work while serving at Liberty Church in downtown Manhattan. A 
blogger, writer, and speaker, Ashley lives with her husband, Cody, and 
their two sons in Harlem.
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Help Children Find Their True Purpose,  
Passion, and Peace

 y Book will be promoted to the Moms in Prayer platform, 
which includes a database of 110,000

 y Explores the impact of school shootings, social media, 
terror attacks, and the 24-hour news cycle on Gen Z, 
and details how to combat these anxieties and fears 
with biblical truths

 y Equips parents and youth workers to help children  
replace fickle self-confidence with the strong foundation 
of God-confidence

Today’s children and teens are growing up more anxious, depressed, and 
fearful than previous generations. But if we help this generation, often 

called “Gen Z,” to discover true God-confidence, instead of chasing the 
illusive self-confidence, we can empower them to embrace their unique-
ness and find their purpose, passion, and peace as they grow into humble, 
compassionate, and resilient young people.

Cyndie Claypool de Neve, an Associate Marriage and Family Therapist, 
shares her personal journey from feeling anxious and suicidal to learning 
God-confidence. She explains how parents and youth workers can use 
these principles to encourage this next generation to discover the purpose 
for which God created them. God-Confident Kids is filled with stories, 
Scripture, psychological insights, and practical tips to help families move 
from fear-based parenting to faith-filled parenting as we claim Ephesians 
2:10 for our kids: “For we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to 
do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.”

God-Confident Kids
Cyndie Claypool de Neve

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cyndie Claypool de Neve, a former 
journalist with an MA in counseling 
psychology, is the coauthor of Unshak-
en, Start With Praise, and Raise Them 
Up. She has appeared on Dr. James 
Dobson’s Family Talk Radio and has a 
growing speaking ministry. She is an 
associate marriage and family therapist 
and works as the senior director of 
creative and technical services at 
Emmanuel Faith Community Church in Escondido, California. 
As the former director of communications for Moms in Prayer 
International, she helped establish the international day of 
prayer, Bless Our Schools Sunday, and Scripture prayer emails 
sent to 14,000 people daily. She lives with her husband and 
their two children—plus two rambunctious rescue dogs—in 
Escondido, California.
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EXCERPT

I have become convinced that it 
is one of, if not the, primary things 
we can do to grow our faith. Giving 
works. Giving gets results. I have 
seen, time and time again, that this 
one discussion has the ability to 
create spiritual growth in a way that 
most other discussions do not.

Why? Because other discussions 
are exactly that: discussions.

So much of our Christian practice 
is about words: words, words, words. 
We sing with words. The Bible is 
made up of words. Sermons are filled 
with words. We sit around someone’s 
living room in small groups and try to 
put our thoughts and feelings into …  
words. For a lot of people, their entire 
relationship with God happens with 
their mouths.

But  there’s that great cliche, which 
couldn’t possibly be more perfectly 
applicable to this scenario, which says:

Put your money where your mouth is.
And giving is one of the best  ways 

I know of doing that. Literally. Because 
giving is an action. You’re not just 
listening, or processing, or thinking. 
You’re doing something very real, with 
something that is very real: cold, hard 
cash. There’s nothing academic about it. 
You’re either in, or your out. And because 
it’s an action, it moves the dial. It creates 
change.

So if you want me to help you grow 
your faith, giving is the one place we 
should start.
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A Provocative Look at What Scripture  
Really Says about Money and Blessing

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 15
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ryan Thomas Holladay is 
the senior pastor of Lower 
Manhattan Community Church 
in downtown New York City. 
When he began as pastor less 
than a decade ago, the offer-
ings totaled about $150,000 
a year. Now they are over $3 
million, allowing the church 
to give extravagantly to other 
churches and nonprofits in their community. He has 
a BA in philosophy from Wheaton, a JD from NYU 
Law, and an MA in theology from Union Theological 
Seminary. He and his wife, Brittany, live across the 
street from NYC’s City Hall with their four daughters 
under the age of ten.

 y Reminds readers that giving  
with an expectation of  
blessing is both biblical  
and God-honoring

 y Defends the provocative idea 
that we should give generously 
for “selfish” reasons—because 
of the spiritual growth and life 
satisfaction we will gain

 y Author’s proven approach has 
increased his church’s giving 
by 40% per year for nearly a 
decade, allowing them to give 
away over $1 million this year

You may be surprised and uncomfortable to learn that there is one thing that’s hurting 
your personal spiritual growth more than anything else: your unwillingness to give more 

than you’re giving right now. On average, Americans give away just 3% of their income to 
churches and charitable causes. Perhaps you pull back because of fear that you won’t have 
enough. Or you may feel resentful that you are asked to give at all. Either way, the result is 
the same and the one suffering most because of it is you.

In You of Little Faith, pastor Ryan Holladay isn’t afraid to talk about the most taboo 
subject in the church—money. Drawing from a multitude of biblical passages and contem-
porary examples, he will convince you that giving aggressively and extravagantly, beyond 
what you ever thought reasonable or possible, will unlock God’s blessing in your life and 
community and strengthen your faith in a way that nothing else can. 

You of Little Faith
Ryan Thomas Holladay
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The History behind Beloved  
Hymns about Heaven

 y Author’s books have sold more than 2.5 million copies

 y Author of Stories Behind the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas, 
which has sold more than half a million copies

 y Masterful storytelling that draws readers into the short, 
inspirational chapters

In times of doubt, fear, and loss, we turn to the songs and hymns that 
remind us that this world is not all there is—that what awaits us as 

followers of Jesus is a heavenly kingdom. Songs like “Face to Face,” 
“Amazing Grace,” “Heaven Came Down,” “Victory in Jesus,” and “I’ll Fly 
Away.” And behind every song about heaven is a story. So many were 
written amid circumstances of great personal pain on the part of the 
songwriter. And in sharing their story, we can find even more comfort in our 
own circumstances.

Award-winning author Ace Collins offers this collection of 30 inspiring 
stories that provide hope for this world and insight into the next, painting a 
picture of eternal life filled with joy, peace, and happy reunions. This book 
is perfect for those who love the stories behind the great hymns of the 
faith as well as anyone who has experienced loss, and pastors, hospice 
workers, and counselors will find it the perfect pass-along for the grieving.

Stories behind the Songs 
and Hymns about Heaven
Ace Collins

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ace Collins is the Christy 
Award–winning author of more 
than 80 books that have sold 
more than 2.5 million copies. 
He has written novels, biog-
raphies, and children’s books, 
as well as books on history, 
culture, and faith, and has been 
the featured speaker at the 
National Archives Distinguished 
Lecture Series. The author of The Stories Behind 
the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas and The Stories 
Behind the Best-Loved Traditions of Christmas, Collins 
has appeared on every network’s morning TV show 
and even hosted a television special. He lives in 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, with his wife, Kathy.
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A Groundbreaking Way to Share the  
Relevance and Wonder of the Christian Faith

 y Alister McGrath is an internationally respected theolo-
gian and apologist who regularly appears on BBC radio 

 y An accessible exploration of the use of stories in apol-
ogetics and an ideal primer for preachers and speakers 
wanting to enrich their ministries

 y A groundbreaking new approach to apologetics

The Bible is a narrative—the story of God’s creation, humankind’s fall, 
and God’s plan of redemption. And it is filled with countless smaller 

stories that teach us about people, history, and the nature of God. It’s no 
surprise that God would choose to reveal himself to us in story—after all, 
he hardwired us for story. Despite this, we so often attempt to share our 
faith with others not through story but through systems, arguments, and 
talking points—methods that appeal only to our mind and neglect our 
imagination and our emotions.

In this groundbreaking book, scholar and author Alister McGrath 
lays a foundation for narrative apologetics. Exploring four major biblical 
narratives, enduring stories from our culture such as Tolkien’s The Lord of 
The rings and Lewis’s The ChroniCLes of narnia, and personal narratives from 
people such as St. Augustine and Chuck Colson, McGrath shows how we 
can both understand and share our faith in terms of story.

Narrative Apologetics
Alister E. McGrath

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alister E. McGrath is the An-
dreas Idreos Professor of Science 
and Religion at Oxford University 
and director of the Ian Ramsey 
Centre for Science and Religion. 
He holds Oxford doctorates in 
the natural sciences, intellectual 
history, and Christian theology. 
McGrath has written extensively 
on the interaction of science and 
Christian theology and is the author of many books, 
including Mere Discipleship, Mere Apologetics, and the 
award-winning C. S. Lewis—A Life. McGrath also serves 
as the Gresham Professor of Divinity, a public profes-
sorship in the City of London, established in 1597, that 
promotes the public engagement of theology with the 
leading issues of the day.
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EXCERPT

When we believe in the notion 
that we will “find” our purpose and 
passion, we spend a lot of time and 
energy trying to conjure up what it 
will look and feel like when we do. 
We find ourselves frustrated because 
we’re looking for something specific 
that may not even exist. We think 
something might be wrong with us, 
when in reality, something is very 
wrong with the rules of the game. 

The mentality around creating 
and building is much different from 
finding. Have you ever heard an author 
describe the process of writing a novel 
without the ending in mind? She talks 
about how each day she sits down to 
write with an openness to where that 
character and the story might take 
her. She is the steward of the story, 
eager to see where her creation leads. 
A painter sits down to paint and may 
have a vague vision of what he wants 
to paint. But as he gets swept up in 
the process of creating, he reaches 
for colors and textures and tools that 
he didn’t anticipate. It’s iterative and 
evolving. He does not sit and stare at 
a blank canvas until the moment he 
can say, “Ah! I found it!” He paints. He 
creates. He explores. And then he sits 
back and marvels, not at his discovery 
but at his creation. 

There is no finding; there is moving 
and doing. There is exploring and creating 
and building and deconstructing and 
reconstructing. And the more open you 
are to exploration, the less the process 
becomes an angsty witch hunt to find your 
thing and the more empowered and free 
you become to build and create a life of 
purpose and passion.  

When you adopt a beginner’s mentality, 
you know that you not only don’t need a 
crystal-clear understanding of what you’re 
looking for but that you actually are better 
off without it. 

So readers, before we continue, I will 
ask you to at least temporarily lay aside 
the visions you’ve had of what your passion 
will look like when you finally find it, so we 
can get down to the business of actually 
building it. 
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Liz Forkin Bohannon is a 
speaker, an entrepreneur, and 
the founder of Sseko Designs, 
an international purpose-driven 
fashion brand creating employ-
ment for women across the 
globe. Recognized in 2017 by 
Forbes as a top public speaker 
and named by John Maxwell as 
one of the top three trans-
formational leaders in the US, Liz has appeared on 
Shark Tank and Good Morning America and has been 
recognized by Bloomberg Businessweek, the Cartier 
Women’s Initiative Awards, the Bush Institute Global 
Women’s Award, and others. She lives with her hus-
band, Ben, and two young sons in Portland, Oregon.

 y Author is cofounder and  
CEO of Sseko Designs, an  
international purpose-driven  
fashion company creating  
employment for women 
across the globe

 y Between Sseko and Liz’s  
personal brand, her digital 
reach is approaching 200,000

 y Named one of the top 20 
public speakers by Forbes 
magazine, top social entrepre-
neur to watch by Bloomberg 
Businessweek, and a top  
transformational leader 
by John Maxwell

There’s no lack of people out there telling you to find your passion and dream big. But 
why does it seem like when we try, we so often end up more lost and overwhelmed than 

when we started? 
Liz Forkin Bohannon wants you to rethink everything you’ve been told about finding your 

passion and following your dreams. Why? Hate to break it to you, but you’re likely never 
going to “find your passion.” Because your passion and purpose are something you build—
actively—day by day. In her signature tell-it-like-it-is fashion, Liz shares 14 actionable 
principles that will teach you how to do just that. With total transparency, Liz shares hilar-
ious and heartbreaking stories of her journey of screwups and successes that illustrate the 
mindsets and principles that will give you a jolt of energy, inspiration, and direction toward 
your True North. By embracing your Inner Beginner, dreaming small, choosing curiosity over 
criticism, and so much more, Liz’s story and the principles of Beginner’s Pluck will have you 
on your way to building a life of purpose, passion, and lasting impact. 

Ready to rise to the occasion? It’s time to make this life everything you want it to be. 

Beginner’s Pluck
Liz Forkin Bohannon
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Journalist Uncovers the Best New Evidence 
for Jesus and How He Changed the World

 y Author is award-winning journalist and senior pastor  
at Connection Pointe Christian Church in Indianapolis

 y Recipient of both Journalist of the Year and Livingston 
Award

 y Frequent contributor to USA Today, the Washington 
Post, and WORLD magazine

Can we know if Jesus actually lived? Have Jesus’s followers been a 
force for good or evil in history? A respected journalist set out to find 

the answers—not from opinion but from artifacts. The evidence led him to 
an unexpected conclusion: Jesus really existed and launched the greatest 
movement for social good in human history.

A first-of-its-kind book for a new generation, Jesus Skeptic takes 
nothing for granted as it explores whether Jesus actually lived and how his 
story has changed our world. You’ll

•	 learn what heroes like Martin Luther King Jr. and Harriet  
Tubman believed about Jesus

•	 discover how Jesus inspired women’s rights, education rights, 
and modern hospitals

•	 see visual proofs of Jesus’s impact, never before compiled in 
one place

•	 be inspired to continue Jesus’s fight for human rights, justice, 
and progress

Jesus Skeptic unveils convincing physical evidence that will enlighten 
seekers, skeptics, and longtime Christians alike. In a generation that wants 
to make the world a better place, we can discover what humanity’s great-
est champions had in common: a Christian faith.

Jesus Skeptic
John S. Dickerson

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John S. Dickerson is a 
respected journalist, a Millen-
nial, and a bestselling author. 
His writing has appeared 
in the New York Times and 
USA Today, among others. 
Tom Brokaw (NBC News) and 
Christiane Amanpour (CNN and 
ABC News) have named his 
reporting the best in the nation. 
Now convinced that Jesus launched the greatest 
movement for social good, John has given his life 
to join the cause. Today he serves as lead pastor at 
Connection Pointe Christian Church in Indianapolis. 
Learn more at JohnSDickerson.com.
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Holistic Strategies to Live beyond Your Pain

 y 100 million Americans struggle with chronic pain today; 
80% of doctor visits involve chronic pain

 y Includes pain management strategies derived from 
evidence-based science

 y Authors are both faculty at Liberty University’s  
College of Osteopathic Medicine

Our national attention is firmly focused on the growing opioid crises. 
We know the problem. But what is the solution for the 100 million 

Americans living with chronic pain?
In Living beyond Pain, a physician and a therapist offer a whole person 

approach to pain management, addressing the physical, mental, and spiri-
tual aspects of pain and providing alternative strategies that don’t rely on 
opioids. Through education, pain triumph stories, daily guided cognitive ac-
tivity, and as-needed pain rescue techniques, readers will reprogram their 
neurologic pathways, increase functioning, and experience improvement 
in their symptoms. For anyone suffering from pain or suffering alongside 
someone who is, this book offers real, research-based hope that there are 
better days ahead.

Living beyond Pain
Linda S. Mintle, PhD, and James W. Kribs, DO

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Linda Mintle, PhD, is a na-
tional speaker and bestselling 
author of 19 books on relation-
ships and mental health. She 
is Chair of Behavioral Health 
at the College of Osteopathic 
Medicine at Liberty University. 
She is the host of The Dr. 
Linda Mintle Show and writes 
the BeliefNet blog Doing Life 
Together. She lives in Virginia.

James W. Kribs, DO, is 
associate professor and chair 
of the department of osteo-
pathic manipulative medicine 
at Liberty University College 
of Osteopathic Medicine in 
Lynchburg, Virginia. Kribs is 
board-certified in neuromus-
culoskeletal medicine, and 
his practice focus includes 
osteopathic manipulative medicine, manual sports 
medicine, non-surgical orthopedics, and intervention-
al pain management. He lives with his wife, Jennifer, 
and four children in Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Innovative Methods to Help Your  
Church Thrive Financially

 y Widely respected pastors share expertise gained 
from nearly 20 years of credible local church planting, 
growth, and development, as well as from coaching 
others

 y Authors speak frequently at influential conferences 
including Catalyst, Q, and Exponential

 y Shows ministry leaders how to generate business  
income via the local church to overcome budget  
deficits, advance mission, and realize sustainability

Local church pastors, church planters, and nonprofit organizational 
leaders are beginning to recognize that tithes and offerings alone are 

no longer enough to provide for the needs of their ministries, enable them 
to pursue opportunities, and sustain long-term impact. Growing financial 
burdens on the middle class, documented decline in religious contributions, 
shifting generational attitudes toward giving, and changing demographics 
are having a negative impact on ministry. With a number of states already 
taxing church property, and the possibility that churches may someday 
lose tax-exempt status altogether, the time to pivot is now. Our entire 
understanding of ministry sustainability must change. What’s needed is 
disruptive innovation in church economics.

For churches to not only survive but thrive financially in the future, 
leaders must understand why, what, and how they can leverage assets, 
bless communities, empower entrepreneurs, and create multiple streams 
of income to effectively fund their mission.

The Coming Revolution  
in Church Economics
Mark DeYmaz with Harry Li

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Mark DeYmaz is the founder 
of Mosaic Church of Central 
Arkansas and cofounder of the 
Mosaix Global Network. The 
author of six books, DeYmaz 
is an adjunct professor at 
Gordon-Conwell Theological 
Seminary and teaches across 
the country. He and his wife, 
Linda, have four adult children 
and three grandchildren and live in Little Rock, 
Arkansas.

Harry Li is the senior pastor 
of Mosaic Church of Central 
Arkansas where he has been 
colaboring with Mark DeYmaz 
for more than 16 years. Prior to 
coming to Mosaic, he was an 
associate professor of electrical 
engineering at the University 
of Idaho. He and his wife of 
28 years, Melanie, have three 
adult daughters scattered throughout the US.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sheila Walsh is a powerful 
communicator, Bible teacher, and 
bestselling author with more than 5 
million books sold. She is the author 
of the award-winning Gigi, God’s Little 
Princess and In the Middle of the Mess. 
She is cohost of LIFE Today with James 
and Betty Robison and her Wednesdays 
in the Word program, with more than 
100 million viewers. Walsh is a popular 
speaker and Bible teacher around the 
world. She lives in Dallas, Texas, with 
her husband, Barry, their son, Christian, 
and their three dogs.

Failed marriages, lost friends, addictions, lost jobs. This is not the life we 
imagined. Sheila Walsh encourages us to face the pain head-on and then 

start again, from right where we are. In It’s Okay Not to Be Okay, she helps 
you overcome the same old rut of struggles and pain by changing the way 
you think about God, yourself, and your everyday life. She shares practical, 
doable, daily strategies that will help you move forward one step at a time, 
knowing God will never let you down.

It’s Okay Not to Be Okay
Sheila Walsh

Our thought lives have incredible power over our mental, emotional, and 
even physical well-being. When we choose a mindset that extends our 

abilities rather than placing limits on ourselves, we will experience greater 
intellectual satisfaction, emotional control, and physical health. Backed by 
up-to-date scientific research and practical insight, Dr. Caroline Leaf empow-
ers you to take control of your thoughts in order to improve your memory, 
learning, cognitive and intellectual performance, work performance,  
physical performance, relationships, and emotional health.

Think, Learn, Succeed
Dr. Caroline Leaf

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Caroline Leaf is the author of 
Switch On Your Brain, Think and Eat 
Yourself Smart, and The Perfect You. 
She is an international and national 
conference speaker and is frequently 
interviewed on TV stations around the 
globe. Leaf and her husband, Mac, live 
with their four children in Dallas and 
Los Angeles.
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Break Free from Cravings So God Can  
Satisfy Your Soul’s Deepest Desires

 y Will be the main resource for the author’s annual  
online 40-Day Sugar Fast, which has an active Facebook 
community with 15,000 members and growing

 y Author writes and speaks regularly for organizations 
such as the YouVersion Bible App, Proverbs 31, and 
MOPS International

 y Author’s first self-published book has sold more than 
40,000 copies

What would you be willing to give up to gain the presence of God in 
your life again? 

Many of us sign up for a physical detox program, thinking that if our 
bodies are healthier, then we’re healthier. But a healthy body doesn’t do us 
a lot of good if we are spiritually malnourished.

Welcome to the 40-Day Sugar Fast, a fast that begins with us giving 
Jesus our sugar and ends with Jesus giving us himself—the only thing 
that can ever truly satisfy our soul’s deep hunger. On this 40-day journey 
you’ll learn how to stop fixating on food and other things you use to fill the 
voids in life and instead fix your eyes on Christ.

Anyone who runs to sugar for comfort or a reward, who eats mindlessly 
or out of boredom, who feels physically and spiritually lethargic, or who 
struggles with self-control will discover here not only freedom from their 
cravings but an entirely new appetite for the good things God has for us.

The 40-Day Sugar Fast
Wendy Speake

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Wendy Speake is a trained 
actress and heartfelt Bible teacher 
who ministers to hearts through 
storytelling and biblical life 
application. During her career in 
Hollywood, on shows such as JAG, 
Melrose Place, and Star Trek Voy-
ager, Wendy found herself longing 
to tell stories that edify, encour-
age, and point audiences to Jesus 
Christ. Today she does just that, writing books, speaking 
to groups across the nation, and leading multiple online 
fasts and Bible studies each year. Coauthor of Triggers: 
Exchanging Parents’ Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical 
Responses, Wendy hosts her annual 40-Day Sugar Fast 
every January. She lives in Escondido, California. Learn 
more at www.wendyspeake.com.
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An Invitation for Skeptics to Explore Their 
Honest Doubts about Christianity

 y Author is the senior pastor of Mecklenburg Community 
Church, a multicampus church that has more than 
10,000 active attenders and experiences more than 
70% of its growth from those who were previously 
unchurched

 y Author is the founder of ChurchAndCulture.org through 
which thousands subscribe to his blog

 y Author speaks frequently at statewide, national, and 
international conferences across denominational lines

In our post-Christian age, the old answers for skeptics are no longer cut-
ting it. Why? Because they largely seek to answer the wrong questions. 

Our world is changing, and while the gospel never changes, the way we 
talk about it and learn about it must.

Christianity for People Who Aren’t Christians answers both classic and 
bleeding-edge questions that skeptics have about the faith, such as

•	 Is there a God?
•	 Why do the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus matter?
•	 Why is there so much suffering in the world?
•	 Why do Christians think there is only one way to know God?
•	 How do I reconcile the Bible’s picture of Christ’s followers with 

the actual Christians I know who have disappointed me?
Covering such topics as astrophysics, social justice, and acceptance of 

the LGBTQ community, this one-of-a-kind book is perfect for those skeptical 
of Christianity and for those who love them and want to keep the line of 
communication open.

Christianity for People Who 
Aren’t Christians
James Emery White

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

James Emery White (PhD, 
Southern Seminary) is the 
founding and senior pastor 
of Mecklenburg Community 
Church, a suburban mega-
church in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, often cited as 
one of the fastest-growing 
church starts in the United 
States. Former president 
of Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, White is 
the author of several books, including The Rise of the 
Nones, Meet Generation Z, Rethinking the Church, 
What They Didn’t Teach You in Seminary, and The 
Church in an Age of Crisis. He lives in North Carolina.
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 y Author is a frequent speaker at women’s events such  
as MOPS

 y Short readings aimed at helping women move  
forward with hope

 y Beautiful, giftable format

 y “Leeana has reached deep inside herself and offered her 
readers her own life and soul with such generosity.” 
—Shauna Niequist

None of us wants to be sidelined, stuck, shamed, or silenced. But the 
difficulties of life have a way of putting us in a corner, and we don’t 

know how to move forward. We see brokenness in our communities, 
our relationships, and our spirits. It’s so easy to blame ourselves or our 
circumstances, to get bogged down in discouragement and toxic thinking. 
But that’s not what we were meant for, and that’s not how God wants us 
to live.

Leeana Tankersley has good news if you’re struggling: each new day 
is an opportunity to begin again. In her warm tone and with her signature 
humor she offers 100 short readings to encourage and motivate you to 
begin again in your relationships with God, your family, your friends, and 
yourself. Because there is always a hand reaching toward you, there is 
always grace available, and there is always a chance to begin again.

Always We Begin Again
Leeana Tankersley

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Leeana Tankersley is the au-
thor of five books, including Be-
gin Again and Brazen, and holds 
English degrees from Liberty 
University and West Virginia 
University. Leeana’s writing has 
been featured in the Huffington 
Post, cnn.com, incourage.me, 
and aholyexperience.com. 
She is a regular contributor to 
MOPS, both as a writer and speaker. Leeana and her 
three kids currently call Virginia home. Learn more at 
www.leeanatankersley.com.
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 y More than 2,000 women were surveyed for the book 
and dozens contributed one-on-one interviews

 y Turner reaches more than 150,000 people each month 
through her blog and social media channels

 y Content has been field tested as an online class by  
the author

As a working mom you often feel like you’re stretched too thin. You 
want to thrive personally and professionally, but the day-to-day 

responsibilities and mental load can make that feel impossible. While peri-
ods of busyness are normal, if life feels overwhelming, it’s time for a reset. 
With compassion and encouragement, Jessica N. Turner shows you how to

•	 work and parent guilt-free
•	 set achievable goals
•	 discover more flexibility
•	 establish clear work boundaries
•	 develop home management solutions
•	 become more efficient and less stressed
•	 prioritize self-care 
•	 invest in your marriage
•	 cultivate deeper friendships

Want to embrace your many roles and learn solutions that really work? 
Let Stretched Too Thin empower you to make changes and live with 
contentment.

Stretched Too Thin
Jessica N. Turner

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jessica N. Turner is the 
author of the Wall Street  
Journal bestselling book The  
Fringe Hours and the founder of  
the popular lifestyle blog The 
Mom Creative. An award– 
winning marketing professional 
and speaker, Turner has been 
featured in numerous media 
outlets including The Today 
Show, O Magazine, Pregnancy & Newborn Magazine, 
Better Homes and Gardens, and Inc.com. She and 
her husband, Matthew, live with their three young 
children in Nashville, Tennessee.
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 y An estimated 40 million Americans suffer with anxiety

 y Dr. Bengtson has 25 years of experience in the mental 
health arena and is a board-certified neuropsychologist

 y Offers a biblically based prescription for finding peace 
in the midst of worry or anxiety

Ours is an age of anxiety. We worry about our children, jobs, homes, 
health, and finances. News and social media feed our fears. Even 

the fear of missing out leads to anxiety. The solution isn’t to rid ourselves 
of the sources of anxiety but to recognize that anxiety originates from a 
spiritual influence—and then use the weapons of power, love, and a sound 
mind to fight back and live in God’s peace.

Sharing her own story of emerging from the battle with anxiety as well 
as the stories of others, Dr. Michelle Bengtson reminds you of your identity 
as a follower of Christ and of the peace he promises you in spite of every-
thing. She provides tools to cope with the crushing emotional burden of 
anxiety now, and, more importantly, shows you how to reclaim God’s peace 
as a way of life so that you can break anxiety’s grip.

Breaking Anxiety’s Grip
Dr. Michelle Bengtson

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Michelle Bengtson is a 
board-certified neuropsycholo-
gist with more than 25 years of 
experience in the mental health 
field. She is a national and 
international media resource on 
mental health and wellness.  
Dr. Bengtson is the author of 
the award-winning Hope Pre-
vails and Hope Prevails Bible 
Study. She writes at www.drmichellebengtson.com, 
for Roma Downey and Mark Burnett’s LightWorkers.
com, and For God’s Glory Alone Ministries. She lives 
in Dallas/Fort Worth with her husband of 30 years, 
their two sons, and three dogs.
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 y Draws on the story of Hosea and Gomer to remind 
readers of God’s amazing love for us and how living 
from that love changes everything

 y Micah speaks worldwide, including at Hillsong confer-
ences, Planetshakers, and Christ for the Nations

 y “Micah Berteau is a fresh and powerful new voice in the 
body of Christ.” —Jentezen Franklin

We all crave love. We try to fill the void inside with any number of 
poor substitutes. We seek validation from empty outlets. We’re 

thirsty for compliments. We change who we are to impress people who 
aren’t looking and don’t care. Yet, we are still desperately searching for a 
love that changes everything for us, a love that doesn’t fade and doesn’t 
fail—even when we do.

That’s the kind of love God shows that he has for us through the 
remarkable story of Hosea and Gomer. Unpacking this powerful love story 
from the Old Testament in a way you have never heard, pastor Micah 
Berteau releases us from the fears, hurts, insecurities, and anxieties of life 
by showing us just how extravagantly we are loved—in spite of our faults, 
our failures, and our sins. If you’re tired of trying so hard to be worthy of 
someone else’s love, lost in what’s fake, or drawn to live in the temporary, 
Micah Berteau has good news for you—there is a better way to live and 
love.

Foreword by Jentezen Franklin.

Love Changes Everything
Micah Berteau

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Micah Berteau is the lead 
pastor of The House Fort Worth, 
which he launched in February 
2018 and whose fast-growing 
congregation already has 
thousands of members and has 
witnessed thousands of people 
coming to faith. The House 
church has more than 11,000 
members between its campuses, 
including The House Modesto and The House Fort 
Worth. Micah is honored to travel and preach all over 
the world. His desire is to see everyone intimately 
know Jesus and to boldly make him known. He and 
his wife, Lindsey, have two sons and live in Fort 
Worth, Texas. Learn more at www.thehousefw.com.
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Rights: Worldwide

Discover the Power of God’s Love  
in a World That Settles for Likes
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 y Callie Smith Grant’s animal-themed story collections 
have sold over 270,000 copies

 y Over thirty heartwarming true stories about the  
special bond between humans and horses

Where do we turn when work is draining, a friend lets us down, or 
we can’t take any more news stories or political controversies? We 

turn to animals. We watch and share heartwarming videos of animals and 
the people who love them. For over a decade, Callie Smith Grant has been 
helping people celebrate our animal friends with her delightful collections 
of stories, and she’s back with more true stories for horse lovers.

With contributions from both well-known and up-and-coming writers, 
this heartwarming collection is the perfect way for animal lovers to 
decompress and remember God’s good gift to us in the majestic, calming, 
inspiring, and even silly horses he created. Horse owners, horse lovers,  
and horse dreamers will adore these uplifting true stories.

The Horse of My Dreams
Callie Smith Grant, editor

ABOUT THE EDITOR

Callie Smith Grant is the editor of Second-Chance 
Dogs, The Cat in the Window, The Dog Next Door, 
The Cat on My Lap, The Dog at My Feet, and The 
Horse of My Heart. She is the author of several non-
fiction books for young readers and adults as well as 
many animal-themed stories and poems, which can 
be seen in Guideposts anthologies and in magazines 
such as Small Farmer’s Journal.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Second Chance Dogs
978-0-8007-2713-0
The Horse of My Heart
978-0-8007-2334-7
The Cat on My Lap
978-0-8007-2310-1
The Cat in the Window
978-0-8007-2180-0

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: September 17
$13.99
978-0-8007-2718-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: PETS / Horses
NATURE / Animals / Horses
RELIGION / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

A Collection of Heartwarming Stories  
for Horse and Animal Lovers
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 y Dr. McDonough’s story was featured in Guideposts and 
Reader’s Digest, as well as the Hallmark production True 
North

 y The dramatic story of a man who turned personal trag-
edy and pain into an opportunity to help others heal 
physically, mentally, and spiritually

 y Dr. McDonough is a physical therapist, physician,  
and plastic and reconstructive surgeon

When Mark McDonough was a teen, a catastrophic fire claimed the 
lives of his mother and younger brother. It also left Mark with burns 

on over 65 percent of his body. During a long and painful recovery, his 
faltering faith in God was strengthened by a remarkable near-death expe-
rience. Inspired to pursue a career as a plastic surgeon to help those who 
suffer as he has, McDonough has overcome numerous other adversities on 
his journey, including addiction and a stroke. Now he shares his incredible 
true story of survival and perseverance to bring hope and healing to those 
dealing with great physical and emotional pain.

Anyone who has suffered or watched a loved one suffer from a personal 
trauma, disease, or loss that has tested or stolen their faith and exhausted 
their emotional resources will find real hope in this redemptive story.

Forged through Fire
Mark D. McDonough, MD

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Mark D. McDonough, MD, 
is a therapist, physician, and 
plastic and reconstructive 
surgeon. A graduate of Case 
Western University School of 
Medicine and trained in gener-
al, burn, and plastic surgery at 
the University of South Florida 
and Vanderbuilt University, 
he has served as an adjunct 
professor in physical therapy and worked with trauma 
patients at hospitals in Ohio, Tennessee, and Florida, 
where he later founded his own practice. Married for 
more than 25 years, he and his wife, Joan, have three 
grown sons—Connor, Riley, and Toby—who form the 
popular band Before You Exit. Dr. McDonough lives in 
Central Florida.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: September 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-3654-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / 
Religious
RELIGION / Christian Living / Inspirational
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal Memoirs
Rights: Worldwide

A Dramatic True Story of Survival and Faith
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Zig Ziglar (1926–2012) was the 
bestselling author of many books on 
personal growth, leadership, sales, 
faith, and success, and a speaker who 
worked with clients and corporations of 
all sizes, from Fortune 500 companies 
to churches, schools, and nonprofit 
associations.

Why and How to Follow God’s 
Unique Purpose in Your Life

Classic, Bestselling Resource  
for Maximizing Leadership and 

Management Skills

In this new edition of the classic book, you’ll learn how to get the most out 
of yourself and others by developing people management skills. You will 

also be introduced to the qualities needed for good leadership and specific 
solutions for overcoming and correcting poor management practices. Rich 
with anecdotes and vivid illustrations, Top Performance provides specialized 
instruction for improving relationships with supervisors, coworkers, and 
subordinates to achieve maximum effectiveness in any profession. This new 
edition includes three new chapters and a new foreword by Tom Ziglar.

Top Performance, rev.  
& updated ed.
Zig Ziglar

Life is a series of options, and your choices often affect the rest of your life. 
So how do you know what is the right choice? What does God want you to 

do? And how can you be sure you’re hearing him correctly?
In Seeking God’s Guidance, Elisabeth Elliot offers insight and observations 

born from a lifetime of following God’s lead to show how and why God guides 
his children. She invites you to draw closer to God so you can walk confidently, 
knowing you are in his will. 

Complete with a study guide for personal or small group study, this practi-
cal book will inspire you to go to God for the big—and little—answers in life.

Seeking God’s Guidance
Elisabeth Elliot

Rights: Cannot export to the Common-
wealth except Australia & New Zealand 
(author)
Previously published as God’s Guidance

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Elisabeth Elliot (1926–2015) was one 
of the most perceptive and popular 
Christian writers of the last century. The 
author of more than 20 books, including 
Passion and Purity and The Journals of 
Jim Elliot, Elliot offered guidance and 
encouragement to millions of readers 
worldwide.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: September 17
$22.99
978-0-8007-3684-2

hardcover
6 x 9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / 
Sales & Selling / General
Rights: Worldwide
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Available: September 17
$13.99
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trade paper
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208 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / 
Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual 
Growth
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EXCERPT

So how did you know he was 
the one?

I felt I should have had an answer 
ready on the tip of my tongue. But 
mostly I just remember him walking 
into the dinner party with his confi-
dent stride. Wearing a thick, manly 
sweater, black Levis, and western 
boots. Tall, dark, and handsome. With 
deep blue eyes.

But that doesn’t really explain 
anything.

No, it was more than that. Way 
more than that. It was the way our 
eyes connected and how we got lost 
in conversation the moment we sat 
down together. The way we forgot 
there were other people at the party. 
The way we talked about traveling in 
France, my experiences in West Africa, 
and how we both loved Chopin and the 
same Billy Joel song. We could have 
talked forever . . .

Except that our hostess called us to 
dinner, abruptly reminding us that there 
were other people in the world. Or at 
least other people in the room. So I had 
to settle for staring at him from across 
the table.

Because by then I knew.
I was looking at the man I was going 

to marry. He was the one I wanted to 
spend the rest of my life with—talking, 
laughing, and loving together. My happily 
ever after. My very own Mr. Right.

But I had yet to learn that meeting 
the right guy is one thing—and loving 
him year after year is quite another. That 
marrying him would turn out to be both 
an amazing adventure and a significant 
challenge. A relationship like no other. I 
would discover that finding Mr. Right is not 
a one-way ticket to happiness, but only the 
beginning of a life-long journey of learning 
to love each other.

Maybe you’re on a similar journey—
you’re newly married, you’ve been together 
for decades, or you’re still waiting to meet 
the one God has for you. If so, then I’d like 
to share a few wonderful ways to love that 
man of yours.

All right, more than a few. More like one 
hundred ways . . .
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Simple Action Steps to  
Love Your Spouse Well

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 1

100 Ways to Love Your Husband
$12.99
978-0-8007-3661-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
144 pages
Case Quantity: 36

100 Ways to Love Your Wife
$12.99
978-0-8007-3665-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
128 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Living / Family & Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long-Term 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Lisa Jacobson is an author, a speaker, and the 
founder and host of Club31Women.com, a powerful 
online community of Christian women authors who 
write weekly on the topics of husband, home, family, 
and biblical truths—a powerful voice for biblical 
womanhood. Her combined social media platforms 
have a reach well over 5,000,000 viewers/visitors 
per month. She is the author of the bestselling 100 
Ways to Love Your Husband. 

Matt Jacobson was an executive in the publishing 
industry for 25 years and for the past 16 years, has been a teaching elder/pastor 
of Tumalo Bible Fellowship. Matt is also the founder and teacher at FaithfulMan.
com, an online social media community focusing on the topics of marriage, 
parenting, and biblical teaching, with a cross-platform reach of 2,200,000 
viewers/visitors per month.  He is the author of the bestselling 100 Ways to 
Love Your Wife.

The Jacobsons live in the Pacific Northwest where they have raised their 
eight children.

Couples with great marriages know one simple truth: the best marriages are made up of 
many everyday decisions that say, “I love you” rather than those that say, “I love me.” 

When we put the other person first, even in little ways, we find true fulfillment.
These books offer wives who want to love their husbands and husbands who want to 

love their wives practical, hands-on advice to start applying immediately. Maybe you are 
just entering into marriage and want to start off on the right foot. Maybe you have made 
some mistakes along the way and are struggling to connect. Or maybe you just want your 
marriage to go from good to great. Wherever you currently are in your relationship, these 
books teach men and women how to love one another better. 

100 Ways to Love Your Husband
Lisa Jacobson

100 Ways to Love Your Wife
Matt Jacobson

 y Authors communicate directly 
with 1 million people each 
month through websites, so-
cial media, email newsletters, 
and more

 y Self-published editions have 
sold more than 125,000 copies 
each

 y Offers 100 specific ways to 
help you love your spouse 
well, and create a thriving 
marriage
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EXCERPT

Words have meaning.
I’ve heard it all my life. Maybe 

you have too. The power of the 
spoken word.

Words can hurt. 
Words can heal.
And I wouldn’t be surprised if 

you’ve experienced both. You’ve 
known what it’s like to have words 
spoken over you—some that you’ll 
never forget.

You now have the same incredible 
opportunity to speak words that will 
dramatically influence the rest of your 
husband’s days. Life-changing words. 
The amazing gift of spoken love.

Maybe this is a gift you’ve been 
longing to give him, but you don’t 
quite know what to say or how to say 
it. Maybe you grew up in a home that 
didn’t “talk like this” and it’s uncom-
fortable for you. 

I know what that’s like. 
Speaking words of affirmation did 

not come naturally to me. They didn’t 
easily flow from my lips like I felt they 
should. And yet I made myself do it 
anyway because I was convinced he 
needed to hear them. 

What I didn’t know was that those 
words would change not only his 
life—they would change both our lives. 
He would never be the same again. 
And neither would our relationship. Our 
marriage was decidedly different, and all 
because of words.

So if you’re at a loss about what to 
say or wonder if it will actually make a 
difference, I’m here to tell you it will. And 
this book is filled with many—literally, 
one hundred—ways you can build up your 
husband and your marriage.

One powerful word at a time.
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Simple, Loving Words to  
Encourage and Uplift Your  

Spouse Every Day

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 1

100 Words of Affir-
mation Your Husband 
Needs to Hear
$12.99
978-0-8007-3660-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
144 pages
Case Quantity: 36

100 Words of Affirma-
tion Your Wife Needs 
to Hear
$12.99
978-0-8007-3664-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
128 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Living / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian 
Living / Family & Rela-
tionships
FAMILY & RELATION-
SHIPS / Marriage & 
Long-Term Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Lisa Jacobson is an author, a speaker, and the 
founder and host of Club31Women.com, a powerful 
online community of Christian women authors who 
write weekly on the topics of husband, home, fami-
ly, and biblical truths—a powerful voice for biblical 
womanhood. Her combined social media platforms 
have a reach well over 5,000,000 viewers/visitors 
per month. She is the author of the bestselling 100 
Ways to Love Your Husband.  

Matt Jacobson was an executive in the publishing 
industry for 25 years and for the past 16 years, has been a teaching elder/pastor 
of Tumalo Bible Fellowship. Matt is also the founder and teacher at FaithfulMan.
com, an online social media community focusing on the topics of marriage, 
parenting, and biblical teaching, with a cross-platform reach of 2,200,000 
viewers/visitors per month.  He is the author of the bestselling 100 Ways to 
Love Your Wife.

The Jacobsons live in the Pacific Northwest where they have raised their eight 
children.

Every one of us has tremendous power to either build others up or tear them down 
through the words we speak every day, and nowhere is this more evident than in our 

marriages. Are you being purposeful in how you use the power of your words to speak 
encouragement, strength, and love—breathing life into the heart of your spouse? Or are 
careless words having a negative impact on your marriage and on the heart of the one you 
love most? 

 Matt and Lisa Jacobson want you and your spouse to discover the powerful ways you can 
build one another up in love with the words that you choose to say every day—words that 
every husband and wife need to hear. These books offer you 100 Things to say to your hus-
band or wife that deeply encourage, affirm, and inspire. Start speaking these words into each 
other’s lives and watch your spouse—and your relationship—transform before your eyes.

100 Words of Affirmation  
Your Husband Needs to Hear
Lisa Jacobson

100 Words of Affirmation  
Your Wife Needs to Hear
Matt Jacobson

 y Founders of Club31Women.com  
and FaithfulMan.com online 
communities, with a combined 
monthly reach of over 500,000 
unique visitors

 y Authors communicate directly 
with 1 million people each 
month through websites, so-
cial media, email newsletters, 
and more

 y Offers 100 simple, meaningful 
ways to affirm and encourage 
your spouse
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 y Gerth’s books have sold nearly half a million copies

 y Author is one of the cofounders of (in)courage and 
continues to blog there consistently

 y Each devotion includes Scripture, prayer, prompts for 
reflection, and journaling space

Bestselling author Holley Gerth feels like your best friend, your support-
ive sister, and your biggest cheerleader. She understands that you want 

to be a woman who looks life in the face and says, “You can’t beat me.” A 
woman who knows love is a risk and reaches out anyway. A woman who 
understands kindness takes real courage. Who doesn’t fake it or try to 
hide her scars. Who fights to believe she is who God says she is and helps 
others do the same.

Strong, Brave, Loved offers 60 short devotions to empower you to be 
that kind of woman. It’s simple, personal, and practical, with room for you 
to journal your own responses and reflections. With these concise and 
compassionate devotions, Holley leads you on a journey of discovery as 
you learn to live in freedom, hope, and holy courage.

Strong, Brave, Loved
Holley Gerth

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Holley Gerth is a Wall Street 
Journal bestselling author, 
certified life coach, and speak-
er. She loves connecting with 
the hearts of women through 
her popular blog and books 
like You’re Already Amazing 
and Fiercehearted. She’s also 
cofounder of (in)courage and a 
partner with DaySpring. Holley 
lives with her husband, Mark, in the South. Connect 
with her at www.holleygerth.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Hope Your Heart Needs
978-0-8007-2954-7
Fiercehearted
978-0-8007-2289-0
You’re Already Amazing
978-0-8007-2060-5
You’re Loved No Matter 
What
978-0-8007-2290-6
What Your Heart Needs for 
the Hard Days
978-0-8007-2288-3

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 1
$18.99
978-0-8007-2955-4

casebound
6 x 8 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Devotional
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Living / Women’s Interests
Rights: Worldwide

Daily Encouragement for Women  
to Live with More Confidence
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 y Includes thousands of Bible trivia questions, quizzes, 
word searches, and crosswords

 y Fun and challenging for anyone who loves to learn 
more about the Bible

 y Timothy Parker is a Guinness World Records Puzzle 
Master

What king made a famous ruling that involved cutting a baby in two? 
What prophet made deadly stew edible again? Who plotted the 

execution of John the Baptist? Who was with Jesus at the Transfiguration? 
What was Paul’s secret for being content?

The answers to these questions and more can be found in Ultimate 
Bible Trivia. Created by a Guinness World Record Puzzle Master, this 
collection contains not only thousands of challenging trivia questions, it 
includes these entertaining bonus materials:

•	 a self-scoring system
•	 some of the most difficult Bible trivia questions of all time
•	 “Did You Know” facts
•	 Bible crosswords
•	 Bible word challenges

Designed to teach, challenge, enlighten, and entertain, this compendium 
of trivia guarantees hours of fun for all ages.

Ultimate Bible Trivia
Timothy E. Parker

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Timothy E. Parker is a Guinness World Records Puz-
zle Master, an ordained minister, and the editor of the 
Universal lines of puzzles. He is the author of more 
than 30 books. CNN calls his puzzles, “Smart games 
for smart people,” and he has created custom games 
for companies including Microsoft, Disney, Coca-Cola, 
Nike, Warner Bros., and Comcast.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 15
$10.99
978-0-8007-3674-3

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: REFERENCE / Trivia
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Trivia
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / General
Rights: Worldwide
Content previously published in The Official Bible 
Brilliant Trivia Book

“Enjoy this! Keep in the Word!  
And God will guide and bless you.”

—TIM LAHAYE, pastor, author, and Christian educator
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EXCERPT

May our Lord Jesus Christ 
himself and God our Father, who 
loved us and by his grace gave us 
eternal encouragement and good 
hope, encourage your hearts and 
strengthen you in every good deed 
and word.

2 Thessalonians 2:16–17

Sometimes life is just plain hard. A 
job loss, an investment failure, health 
issues, broken relationships, a prod-
igal child . . . and on and on. Some 
things are so painful that you may feel 
you simply can’t make it and that this 
will be the thing that breaks you. 

Your help, strength, and comfort will 
come from God. You know that. But the 
thing about God is that he won’t force 
his way into your spirit or your attitude. 
He will wait for you to ask for his help 
and comfort. Now, he may not take 
the problem away, but he will be right 
beside you as you go through it. He will 
guide you, strengthen you, teach and 
comfort you. It’s important to pay atten-
tion to the ways God comforts you. His 
comfort may come through a calming of 
your spirit. It may come through a timely 
encouraging phone call from a friend or 
through a loved one simply sitting with 
you. Remember, especially in dark times, 
that God loves you. He wants to help you 
with the pain, loneliness, and stress of 
today and tomorrow. Call on him. He’s 
waiting, and he will help.
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Find Hope and Comfort through 
the Promises in God’s Word

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: October 15

Words of Comfort for Women
$4.99
978-0-8007-3643-9
mass market
4¼ x 7
192 pages
Case Quantity: 60

Words of Hope for Women
$4.99
978-0-8007-3642-2
mass market
4¼ x 7
128 pages
Case Quantity: 60

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Devotional
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Living / Women’s Interests
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Carolyn Larsen is the best-
selling author of more than 50 
books for children and adults. 
She has been a frequent con-
ference speaker for women’s 
events and classes around 
the world, bringing scriptural 
messages filled with humor and 
tenderness.

When we get out of bed in the morning, we don’t know what the day ahead holds. It 
could be routine. It could be amazing. It could be devastating. No matter what each 

day holds, one of the biggest influences on the direction our days take is our own attitude. 
We can live in fear, worry, and anxiety, or we can choose to live with purpose, trusting God 
in every circumstance.

Compact and concise, Carolyn Larsen’s Words of Comfort for Women and Words of Hope 
for Women each offer you 90 inspiring devotional readings that will help you remember 
God’s presence in your days and see your world from a positive perspective. These short, 
to-the-point readings illuminate God’s promises and show you just how they apply to your 
everyday life. Beautifully designed, these devotionals are the perfect gift for a friend—and 
for yourself.

Words of Comfort  
for Women

Words of Hope  
for Women
Carolyn Larsen

 y Author has written more than 
40 books, with over 1 million 
copies sold

 y 90 brief devotions to lift your 
heart and comfort your soul

 y Great gift and stocking stuffer 
for the women in your life

©Bennorth Images of St. 
Charles, IL
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 y 11.1 million Americans have abused prescription pain-
killers in the past year and 1.7 million are addicted to 
them

 y Deborah has more than 10 years experience in writing 
for recovery ministries and has written for Prison Fel-
lowship, Focus on the Family, Compassion International, 
The Navigators, and World Vision

 y Gives a firsthand account of both sides of the addiction 
story—the addict, and the one who loves them

The United States is the most medicated country in the world. More 
than 1.7 million Americans are struggling with addiction to prescription 

painkillers, fueling the opioid crisis that claims more than 140 lives every 
day. The trouble isn’t just the drugs—it’s that we don’t know what to do 
with the people addicted to them. Not as a country, not as the church. Is 
tough love called for? Or would Christ have us take a different approach to 
addiction recovery?

Drawn from the personal experience of the authors and current 
research, The Heart of Recovery calls us to set aside judgment and mend 
recovering addicts and their families with the stuff God uses to heal: 
compassion and community. It’s a call to serve the ones who cannot repay, 
to forgive 70 times 7, to fling the door wide-open to the prodigal, and to 
remember the purpose of grace. A supportive community—family, friends, 
the church, and more—encourages and sustains long-term recovery. 
Through compassion, we bring hope for healing.

The Heart of Recovery
Deborah and David Beddoe

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Deborah Beddoe has been a 
writer for numerous nonprofit 
recovery ministries including 
rescue missions and Prison Fel-
lowship. David Beddoe, now a 
pastor, has worked in recovery 
ministry for nearly a decade 
following his own fifteen-year 
battle with prescription drug 
addiction. Their story has been 
featured in Guideposts and Christianity Today. The Beddoes 
have four grown and nearly grown children and live in Poulsbo, 
Washington, across the Puget Sound from Seattle.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-8007-3655-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Counseling & 
Recovery
SELF-HELP / Substance Abuse & Addictions / General
Rights: Worldwide

The Vital Role of Community in the  
Journey of Addiction Recovery
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Elizabeth B. Brown is a teacher, a 
speaker, and the author of the popular 
Living Successfully with Screwed-Up 
People and the helpful Surviving the 
Loss of a Child. She and her husband 
live in Tennessee.

You’re Just a Shift Away  
from Greater Success

How to Work Successfully  
No Matter How Crazy Your  

Coworkers Are

Let’s face it. Some people just don’t listen, don’t care, and aren’t willing 
to compromise. And you probably work with some of them. For all those 

coworkers who drive you crazy, there’s a solution. The bestselling author of 
Living Successfully with Screwed-Up People turns her insightful eye to the 
workplace, showing you how to get along with and work successfully beside 
the people who drive you up the wall. Her expert advice will help workers in 
any profession learn how to be unflappable, imperturbable, and unflustered 
when dealing with difficult people in the workplace.

Working Successfully  
with Screwed-Up People
Elizabeth B. Brown

Success isn’t a place you arrive at after working hard. Success is found in 
the character you maintain while you pursue your goals. And all it takes 

to find success and fulfillment are simple shifts in the way we think. In this 
wisdom-packed book, Dean Del Sesto offers 77 brief reflections to help you 
shift your thought patterns for greater success in business and life. He shows 
how to interrupt the things that aren’t currently working and provides clear 
alternatives to think, plan, and act differently for better results. Perfect for 
leaders, influencers, businesspeople, coaches, teachers, and professionals of 
all industries.

Shift Your Thinking  
for Success
Dean Del Sesto

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dean Del Sesto runs Venthio  
(venthio.com), an award-winning 
branding and communications agency, 
and is a partner in Veracity Colab, a 
B2B and consumer-based video agency 
(veracitycolab.com). A popular keynote 
speaker, he is the author of Shift 
Your Thinking, Shift Your Thinking for 
Success, and A Shift a Day for Your 
Best Year Yet. Dean lives in Southern 
California with his wife, Kittrena. Learn 
more at deandelsesto.com.
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Let stepfamily experts Ron L. Deal and Laura 
Petherbridge show you how to survive and 

thrive as a stepmom, including how to be a posi-
tive influence on the children and how to deal with 
conflict, as well as practical issues like dealing 
with holidays and between-home communication.

 
The Smart Stepmom
Ron L. Deal and Laura Petherbridge

All the Tools You Need 
to Thrive as a Stepmom

Help for Stepdads  
from Leading Expert

Practical Solutions to the 
Issues Stepfamilies Face

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Ron L. Deal is founder of Smart Stepfamilies, 
director of FamilyLife Blended, and the leading author 
on blended families in the US. He is the author of The 
Smart Stepfamily and Dating and the Single Parent 
and coauthor of The Smart Stepfamily Marriage. He 
and his wife live in Little Rock, Arkansas. Learn more 
at www.rondeal.org.
Laura Petherbridge is an international speaker, 
a frequent radio guest, and the author of 101 Tips 
for The Smart Stepmom and Quiet Moments for the 
Stemom’s Soul. She and her husband live in Atlanta. 
Learn more at www.thesmartstepmom.com.

The Smart Stepdad gives you all the tools you 
need to navigate the stepparenting minefield, 

such as how to connect with the kids, how to be a 
godly role model, and how to handle tricky issues 
like discipline. 

 

The Smart Stepdad
Ron L. Deal

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ron L. Deal is founder of Smart Stepfamilies, 
director of FamilyLife Blended, and the leading author 
on blended families in the US. He is the author of The 
Smart Stepfamily and Dating and the Single Parent 
and coauthor of The Smart Stepfamily Marriage. He 
and his wife live in Little Rock, Arkansas. Learn more 
at www.rondeal.org.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ron L. Deal is founder of Smart Stepfamilies, 
director of FamilyLife Blended, and the leading author 
on blended families in the US. He is the author of The 
Smart Stepfamily and Dating and the Single Parent 
and coauthor of The Smart Stepfamily Marriage. He 
and his wife live in Little Rock, Arkansas. Learn more 
at www.rondeal.org.

This revised and updated Smart Stepfamily DVD 
includes brand-new interviews with stepfami-

lies, as well as new special features aimed at chil-
dren. Eight engaging sessions offer usable solutions 
for everyday living. Each session is approximately 20 
minutes long and is best used alongside The Smart 
Stepfamily Participant’s Guide.

The Smart Stepfamily 
DVD, rev. & updated ed.
Ron L. Deal
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EXCERPT

There were four of them, clad in 
orange jumpsuits, hands and feet 
manacled together, shuffling into the 
courtroom. All in their late teens, 
they looked down, avoiding eyes, 
exuding pain and shame more than 
anger or defiance.

Ours was third in line. He looked 
for us, then turned away. My tears 
came—I couldn’t stop them. That 
was my son—chained and impris-
oned.

Loving a prodigal isn’t easy. That 
prodigal most often is a child, but 
can also be a sibling, a grandchild, a 
friend, a spouse, even a parent. 

And when those prodigal choices 
continue over years, you—the one 
who loves this prodigal—can grow 
desperate. Nothing is making a differ-
ence. Fear escalates. Faith dwindles. 
Hope wanes. What can you do?

You will ask for help, for wisdom, for 
advice. You will be told to set boundar-
ies, to practice tough love, and for sure 
to not enable that prodigal.

These are good things, but I think 
God has given us a higher priority in his 
model. He has focused most often on 
love, mercy, and grace—in his dealings 
with Israel, his restoration of individuals, 
in the life and death of his Son, and in 
the story of the prodigal son.

In my own life, as well, I have not ex-
perienced judgment and punishment from 
God, but rather love, mercy, and grace—
over and over. So come, walk with me 
through this difficult but rewarding 
wilderness journey of loving a prodigal.
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Hope and Help for Those  
Agonizing over a Prodigal
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Judy Douglass is the wife 
of Steve Douglass, president 
of Cru International (Campus 
Crusade for Christ). Judy 
assists Steve in leading Cru, 
where she serves as director of 
women’s resources. Judy blogs 
regularly at Kindling and is also 
the founder and host of Prayer 
for Prodigals, a community for 
those who love someone who is making destructive 
choices. Judy and her husband live in Orlando, Florida. 
Learn more at www.judydouglass.com.

Loving a prodigal is a long and desperate journey, filled with fear, worry, anger, self- 
recrimination. You wait for the phone call—will it be from jail or the hospital? You plead 

with your loved one. You search for help. You feel the shame. You cry out to God, “How 
long, Lord?”

Author Judy Douglass knows these lovers of prodigals well. She is one herself and 
has created a large and growing community with others. When You Love a Prodigal is a 
collection of 90 essays—90 days of perspective on what God offers to you as you love your 
prodigal. At the end of each brief essay, response questions will help you process how God 
intends to use the wilderness journey to mold your spiritual life. You can work through it day 
by day, or you can read it straight through. 

Judy has traveled this road with her own prodigal—reading, learning, praying, and seek-
ing God. Over and over he continued to give her wisdom, he sustained her, he covered her 
with grace, and he filled her with hope. May you, too, be strengthened and filled with hope 
as together you discover how God will take you through your own valley.

When You Love  
a Prodigal
Judy Douglass

 y Author is director of women’s 
resources for Cru and the wife 
of Cru president Steve Doug-
lass

 y Douglass has created a thriv-
ing community for families 
struggling with prodigals

 y Author has firsthand knowl-
edge from walking with her 
own prodigal for over 20 years

 y Offers comfort, hope, and en-
couragement for continuing 
the pursuit of a prodigal

Guy Gerrard © Cru
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 y Draws women into an experience with God rather than 
just a study of the Bible

 y Focuses on the whole narrative of the Bible as it moves 
from Genesis to Revelation

 y Great for women who want a less time-intensive  
approach to going through the Bible in a year

God put the Bible together for you, and he wants you to understand and 
know him better. But sometimes you can get lost in the details and 

miss the big picture. The Bible is more than just a collection of wisdom, 
instructions, and history. It’s one unified story of the incredible love of God!

Encountering God’s Heart for You takes you on a daily journey through 
the full narrative of Scripture in a year. And in the process, it will draw 
you nearer to God as you discover his love and compassion. It won’t cover 
every verse, or even every chapter, in the Bible, but by the time you’re 
through, you’ll have a strong grasp of what the Bible is all about. 

Reading Scripture isn’t just a way to collect information or check some-
thing off a to-do list. Let this book bring you into God’s presence to better 
understand the Bible’s story of love, sacrifice, and redemption as he draws 
you to himself. 

Encountering God’s  
Heart for You
Diane Stortz

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Diane Stortz has over 20 
years of Christian publishing 
experience, including writing 
and editing. She maintains a 
blog site to encourage Bible  
reading and memorization.  
She and her husband, Ed, live  
in Cincinnati, Ohio. Learn more 
at www.dianestortz.com.
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 y Trustworthy advice from a global agency that has pro-
vided adoption and foster care services for 75 years 

 y Bethany Christian Services has about 100 branch offices 
in 33 states and a presence in 10 countries

 y Sure to be a high-interest topic, particularly during 
National Adoption Awareness Month (November) and 
Foster Care Month (May)

More and more individuals, families, and churches are seeking ways 
they can respond to the biblical mandate to care for “the least of 

these.” The desire to help children coming from difficult situations is a nec-
essary starting point, but what comes next? You need to know the steps for 
getting involved and what will truly help.   

Filled with real-life stories and practical advice, Called to Care starts 
by helping you honestly assess your motivation to help—sometimes the 
wrong motivation sets the stage for an unsuccessful experience. From 
there, the book shows what adoption and foster care really look like in 
a variety of situations, from domestic and international adoptions to 
short-term foster care and foster-to-adopt arrangements. Also included is 
how churches and individuals can minister to refugees. Rounding out this 
comprehensive yet concise book are tips for assessing your preparedness, 
how to meet common emotional and physical challenges, and the most 
effective ways to help families stay together and thrive.

Called to Care
Bill Blacquiere with Kris Faasse

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Bill Blacquiere served 
Bethany Christian Services for 
more than 25 years as chief 
operating officer, director of 
operations for Michigan, and 
most recently CEO. He retired 
at the end of 2017 and served 
on the boards of the National 
Council for Adoption and the 
Christian Alliance for Orphans. 
He and his family live in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Kris Faasse, LMSW, ACSW, 
is senior vice president of 
clinical operations for Bethany 
Christian Services. A recog-
nized adoption expert, Kris has 
provided training in national 
and international settings and 
authored numerous articles. 
She lives with her family in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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 y Anxiety has become a childhood epidemic,  
particularly plaguing girls

 y Practical strategies for parents of girls ages 6–18

 y Also helpful for educators, children’s pastors,  
and grandparents

 y Foreword by Carlos Whittaker

If you have a daughter, it would be surprising if she doesn’t struggle 
with anxiety and worry—either in short episodes or for longer periods. 

For a variety of reasons, childhood anxiety rates are soaring, especially 
among girls. Today’s parents need to know what contributes to anxiety and 
worry and how they can empower their daughters to overcome troubling 
emotions. 

In this immensely practical book, veteran counselor Sissy Goff shares 
how you can instill bravery and strength in your daughter. Addressing com-
mon age-specific issues, Goff gives you the tools to help you and your child 
understand why her brain is often working against her when she starts to 
worry, and what she can do to fight back. With your help, she will find the 
anchoring truth of God’s strong, safe love for her and the confidence she 
needs to thrive.

Raising Worry-Free Girls
Sissy Goff, MEd, LPC-MHSP

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sissy Goff, MEd, LPC-MHSP, 
spends most of her days coun-
seling girls and their families, 
with the help of her assistant/
pet therapist, Lucy the Hava-
nese. Since 1993, Sissy has 
worked as the director of child 
and adolescent counseling at 
Daystar Counseling Minis-
tries. She speaks to parents 
and children’s ministers across the country and is a 
frequent guest on media outlets, including Focus on 
the Family, FamilyLife Today, and The 700 Club. She 
lives in Nashville.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Are My Kids on Track? with 
David Thomas and Melissa 
Trevathan
978-0-7642-1912-2
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 y The first book of its kind—a girl’s guide to overcoming 
anxiety from a Christian perspective 

 y An ideal complementary resource to Raising Worry-Free Girls

 y Author is a sought-after expert with 25 years of coun-
seling experience

As a parent, you can use certain strategies to help your elementary- 
aged daughter when she struggles with worry and anxiety. But it is 

also important that she learn how to work through her emotions on her 
own.

This illustrated guide—created for girls ages 6 to 11, the stage when 
anxiety issues often surface—will help your daughter see how brave, 
strong, and smart God made her. Through easy-to-read stories and writing 
and drawing prompts, she will learn practical ways to fight back when wor-
ries come up. She will feel empowered, knowing she is deeply loved by a 
God who is bigger than her fears. This level of trust is the spiritual antidote 
to anxiety and the path to feeling capable and confident in any situation.

Braver, Stronger, Smarter
Sissy Goff, MEd, LPC-MHSP

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sissy Goff, MEd, LPC-MHSP, 
spends most of her days coun-
seling girls and their families, 
with the help of her assistant/
pet therapist, Lucy the Hava-
nese. Since 1993, Sissy has 
worked as the director of child 
and adolescent counseling at 
Daystar Counseling Minis-
tries. She speaks to parents 
and children’s ministers across the country and is a 
frequent guest on media outlets, including Focus on 
the Family, FamilyLife Today, and The 700 Club. She 
lives in Nashville.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Are My Kids on Track? with 
David Thomas and Melissa 
Trevathan
978-0-7642-1912-2
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 y More than 170 devotions, each including a Scripture 
reading, brief meditation, and prayer

 y Beautiful interior design enhances the readings

 y Hard cover and lovely printed endsheets make this an 
attractive package for any gift-giving occasion

 y Retitled repackage of Still Moments in the Presence of 
God

Let these inspiring devotions remind you of the steadfastness of God’s 
promises for you in the uncertain, unsettled world around you. Take a 

few moments each day to meditate on the verses and thoughts, and to 
pray to the God who listens. These encouraging Scriptures and prayers are 
a calming way to begin or end your day. 

Ideal for year-round gift giving—birthdays, Christmas, Mother’s Day, 
and more. This thoughtful collection will be treasured by all who are 
seeking assurance of God’s love and care.

Moments of Comfort for 
the Morning
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 y Finances are the #1 topic for the blended family audi-
ence, based on Ron L. Deal’s website hits and confer-
ence interest

 y The Smart Stepfamily brand is the biggest platform in 
the Christian blended family community

 y Unique blend of financial and legal information and 
personal/relational advice for blended families

Money issues are a frequent source of conflict in all marriages. But 
blended families are a monetary minefield. Debts, bills, and child 

support payments from previous relationships often influence the finances 
of a blended family. And planning for college expenses, retirement, and 
inheritance gets even more complicated in remarriage. These issues can 
explode couple unity and blow up developing family harmony.

However, proper blended family money management can make money 
an asset to your relationship, not a liability. The authors use over 50 years 
of combined financial planning and blended family educational experience 
to help you envision your combined financial future and plan for how you’ll 
get there. You’ll discover practical ways to merge your current financial 
realities and protect your marriage while doing so.

Get real-world financial advice specific to unique blended family legal 
and relational matters so you can provide for your family both now and in 
the future. 

The Smart Stepfamily 
Guide to Financial  
Planning
Ron L. Deal, Gregory S. Pettys,  
and David O. Edwards

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Ron L. Deal is founder of 
Smart Stepfamilies and director 
of FamilyLife Blended. He is 
one of the most widely read 
and referenced authors on 
stepfamily living in the country 
with over 225,000 books sold 
and millions of print and online 
article views. Learn more at 
www.rondeal.org.
Gregory S. Pettys, CLU, ChFC, CFP, has 32 years of 
specialized experience in securities and life insurance 
sales and services. Ron has known Greg for 20 years, 
and Greg speaks regularly at Ron’s stepfamily events. 
David O. Edwards is an estate planning and elder 
law attorney based in Springfield, Illinois. David 
speaks regularly at Ron’s stepfamily events. 

ALSO AVAILABLE BY RON L. DEAL

Daily Encouragement for 
the Smart Stepfamily with 
Dianne Neal Matthews
978-0-7642-3047-9
The Smart Stepfamily Mar-
riage with David H. Olson
978-0-7642-1309-0
The Smart Stepfamily, rev. 
and expanded ed.
978-0-7642-1206-2
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EXCERPT

Though each of our motherhood 
stories is unique—no two mamas 
have walked, crawled, or stumbled 
down the exact same road— 
I believe we all share the common 
bond of feeling like we’re not quite 
cut out for the job. It’s a fear that 
transcends our individual challenges 
and abilities. Whether you birthed 
your child through hours of physical 
labor or you labored through years of 
prayer and paperwork for a courtroom 
declaration, at some point every mom 
wonders if she really is enough. Our 
feelings of inadequacy may manifest 
in different ways, but essentially, 
we’re all grappling with the same 
thing: how to love well the imperfect 
child entrusted to our imperfect care.

If you’re hoping I will share a 
ten-step solution to total-confidence 
parenting, I guess now’s the time to 
break the news that this is not a book 
of magical motherhood how-to’s and 
inadequacy quick fixes. I don’t have 
it all figured out. But I know the One 
who does. And I want to virtually reach 
through these pages, put my arm around 
your shoulders that are sagging under 
the weight of motherhood, and whisper 
in your ear, You can do this. You ARE 
doing it. God did not make a mistake in 
pairing you and your child together. You 
are the right mom for the job.
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The Encouragement and Support 
You Need for Challenging  

Mom Days 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Becky Keife is the commu-
nity manager for (in)courage, 
a widely followed online 
community of Christian women. 
In addition to leading the many 
contributors to this ministry, 
Becky speaks regularly at 
MOPS (Mothers of Preschool-
ers) groups and other women’s 
events. Becky and her husband 
live near Los Angeles, where they enjoy hiking sunny 
trails in the San Gabriel foothills with their three 
spirited sons, ages ten, nine, and seven. Learn more 
at www.beckykeife.com.

No Better Mom for the Job is for any mom who has ever felt inadequate—who loves 
her kids fiercely but sometimes thinks another mom would do a better job in her shoes. 

Becky Keife knows the ups and downs of motherhood. And she has learned along the way 
and from other mamas that it doesn’t work to try to do more or be better. Confidence comes 
from leaning on the One who made you a mother.

Through these pages, you will discover how to
•	 exchange negative internal dialogue for joyful gratitude
•	 identify and celebrate your one-of-a-kind mom strengths
•	 establish boundaries that set you and your child up for success
•	 recognize evidence of God’s work in your life and growth in your kids
•	 and much more

Filled with encouraging stories and practical, biblical wisdom, each chapter also includes 
one simple action step and a powerful prayer, all to help you see yourself as exactly the 
mom your child needs. 

No Better Mom  
for the Job
Becky Keife

 y Author is the new community  
manager and face of (in)cour-
age—DaySpring’s online  
community of Christian wom-
en, with 500,000 subscribers 
and followers

 y Addresses a top struggle of 
today’s moms: feeling inade-
quate

 y Foreword by Lisa-Jo Baker, 
bestselling author and  
national speaker
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 y Author is a premier Jane Austen scholar who regularly 
writes for the Jane Austen’s World blog, which receives 
over 1 million hits per year  

 y Charming family stories and scenes from her novels 
bring Jane Austen’s faith to life

 y “Praying with Jane is a wonderful devotional for  
anyone, and a perfect gift for an Austen fan.” 
—Julie Klassen

The charm of Jane Austen and her novels has been enjoyed for over 200 
years by readers around the world. Much has been written about her 

fascinating life, yet little is known about Jane’s spiritual side. In this lovely 
31-day devotional, you will get an in-depth look at Miss Austen’s vibrant, 
steadfast prayer and faith life. Her intimate relationship with the Father 
comes to life through her exquisite prayers, touching biographical anec-
dotes, intimate excerpts from family letters and memoirs, and illuminating 
scenes from her novels.

Spiritual insights and Scripture references shed light on the profound 
meaning behind Miss Austen’s prayers and the enduring truths they con-
tain. Each day ends with a key Bible verse and invitation to pray, helping to 
ignite and deepen your own vibrant relationship with the Father.

Praying with Jane
Rachel Dodge

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Rachel Dodge teaches college 
English and Jane Austen classes, 
gives talks at libraries, teas, 
and Jane Austen groups, and 
is a writer for the popular Jane 
Austen’s World blog. She is 
passionate about telling stories 
that bring God glory and about 
encouraging and equipping 
families to grow closer to Jesus 
through prayer and the study of God’s Word. A true 
“Janeite” at heart, Rachel enjoys books, bonnets, and 
ball gowns. She makes her home near Sacramento, 
California, with her husband, Robert, and their two 
young children. Learn more at www.racheldodge.com.
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 y Foreword by Ron L. Deal, bestselling author of  
The Smart Stepfamily

 y Author grew up in a blended family and writes from 
that perspective

 y Author works in the field of relationship education, 
counseling and speaking on the topic of family  
relationships

As a stepparent or biological parent in a blended family that has expe-
rienced divorce, you may encounter resistance. But take heart. That 

resistance is probably not because of your personality or something you’ve 
done wrong, but because of the position you hold. Walking in your child’s 
shoes for a while, to see things from their point of view, can make all the 
difference.

Lauren Reitsema’s stories, research, and firsthand experiences will help 
you better understand the mindset of your child. While every stepparent/
stepchild relationship is unique, there are many common themes that 
children experience as they adapt to their changing family. Lauren carefully 
explains these themes and brings out practical ideas that will help you 
cultivate authentic connections.

Discover what’s going on in the heart and mind of your child and learn 
to walk beside them. Your efforts will pay off in stronger, closer blended 
family relationships. 

In Their Shoes
Lauren Reitsema

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Lauren Reitsema (BS, Texas 
Christian University) is a master 
trainer for the REAL Essentials 
(Relationship Education and 
Leadership) curricula suite, 
published by the Center for Re-
lationship Education in Denver, 
Colorado. Lauren speaks around 
the country about relationships, 
including those within blended 
families. Lauren and her husband, Josh, live in Castle 
Rock, Colorado, with their three children.
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 y Originally a sermon series, this material has never  
before been available in print

 y Focuses on Jesus’s relationships on earth as a model for 
our relationship with him

 y Tozer continues to be one of the most influential  
pastors in recent history

God came in the flesh to show us what love looks like. To truly see the 
dynamics of this love, we must take a close look at Jesus’s relation-

ships while he was here on earth. How he loved then is how he loves now, 
and how he loves now is how we as believers are to love. 

No Greater Love is a study of Jesus’s interactions with people through-
out the book of John, including Nicodemus, the woman at the well, and 
even the Pharisees. What did this love look like in action, especially with 
those who are hard to love? As it turns out, he didn’t love people because 
they deserved it; he loved them because he is love.

With the great tragedies in our culture today there is a need for this 
“Jesus love” that’s available to all believers. May this book help you better 
know his love for you—which, in the end, will lead you to becoming more 
like him. 

No Greater Love
A.W. Tozer
Compiled and edited by James L. Snyder

ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND EDITOR

A.W. Tozer (1897–1963) was a self-taught theolo-
gian, pastor, and writer whose powerful words con-
tinue to grip the intellect and stir the soul of today’s 
believer. He authored more than 40 books. The Pursuit 
of God and The Knowledge of the Holy are considered 
modern devotional classics. Get Tozer information and 
quotes on Twitter at www.twitter.com/TozerAW.

James L. Snyder is recognized as an authority on 
A.W. Tozer. His first book, The Life of A.W. Tozer, won 
the Reader’s Choice Award in 1992 from Christianity 
Today. James and his wife live in Ocala, Florida.
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 y A great resource for pastors and small-group ministry 
leaders

 y Focuses on overcoming challenges, how to lead  
discussions and prayer times, and sample studies

 y Author served for five years as the small-groups pastor 
of a large, rapidly growing multisite church and is well 
connected in the small-groups ministry community

You’re interested in leading a small group, but you’re a little afraid. 
What are you getting yourself into? How do you get started? Don’t 

worry—you’re not alone. Many small group leaders feel ill-equipped for 
the task of leading in spite of the many books, conferences, online resources, 
and church-based training opportunities that are available.

Other small group books tend to focus on the overall theory of the small 
group’s place in the life of the church rather than the day-to-day nuts and 
bolts. Small Groups Made Easy focuses on practical pointers, overcoming 
challenges, and how to lead discussions. Half the book is made up of short 
sample Bible studies and topical studies that include icebreaker questions, 
discussion questions about the text, and guides for leading prayer times.

In this book you’ll discover all the tools you need to lead an effective 
small group.

Small Groups Made Easy
Ryan Lokkesmoe

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ryan Lokkesmoe is the lead 
pastor of Real Hope Community 
Church in the Houston area, 
a church he helped launch in 
2016. Ryan loves books and 
music, is a history buff, and 
follows current events closely. 
More than anything he enjoys 
spending time with his wife, 
Ashley, and their two children. 
Learn more at www.ryanlokkesmoe.com.
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 y One of the leading texts on a key doctrine of the church

 y Author continues to speak, debate, and teach around 
the world

 y A balanced look at all three persons of the Trinity

While many of us struggle to understand it, the Trinity is one of the 
most important teachings of the Christian faith. It defines God’s very 

essence and describes how he relates to us. And while it can be a difficult 
concept to get our heads around, it is crucial for believers to understand 
how God explains his triune nature in his Word. 

In this book, James R. White offers a concise, understandable explana-
tion of what the Trinity is and why it matters. While refuting the distortions 
of God presented by various cults, Dr. White shows how understanding this 
teaching leads to renewed worship and a deeper understanding of what 
it means to be a Christian. And amid today’s emphasis on the renewing 
work of the Holy Spirit, The Forgotten Trinity is a balanced look at all three 
persons of the Trinity. 

May this book deepen your understanding of this important doctrine 
while also drawing you closer to the triune God himself. 

The Forgotten Trinity
James R. White

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

James R. White (DMin, Co-
lumbia Theological Seminary) is 
the director of Alpha and Ome-
ga Ministries, an evangelical 
reformed Christian apologetics 
organization based in Phoenix, 
Arizona. He is the author of 
more than 20 books, including 
What Every Christian Needs 
to Know About the Qur’an and 
The God Who Justifies. James and his wife live in 
Phoenix, Arizona.
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 y Over 1 million copies sold of the full version 

 y Includes all the latest research on demographic chang-
es, cultural trends, and shifting beliefs within religions

 y This quick reference guide on cults and religions is 
perfect for teachers, pastors, and students

False religions abound in the US and beyond, and Christians need infor-
mation they can trust. Since the 1960s, The Kingdom of the Cults has 

been a trustworthy, well-researched resource on this topic for pastors, lay 
leaders, and other Christians. 

The Kingdom of the Cults Handbook takes that same, reliable infor-
mation and pares it down into a more concise and simplified format. 
It’s perfect for everyone from Christian teachers and ministry leaders to 
those who just want to better understand the religion of their neighbors. 
Covering everything from established religions like Islam and Buddhism 
to shifting trends in Mormonism, Scientology, and Wicca, this book will 
answer your questions and help you understand and communicate the key 
differences between true Christianity and other belief systems.  

The Kingdom of the Cults 
Handbook
Walter Martin

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Walter Martin (1928–1989) 
held four earned degrees and 
was the author of a dozen 
books. He was internationally 
known as the host of The Bible 
Answer Man, a popular syndi-
cated radio call-in program in 
the US and Canada. He was 
also the founder and director of 
Christian Research Institute. 
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Brand-New Devotional from New York 
Times Bestselling Author and Pastor

 y Love Like You’ve Never Been Hurt debuted at #15 on the 
Publishers Weekly hardcover nonfiction bestsellers list 
and has sold more than 160,000 copies

 y This devotional is a powerful companion to Love  
Like You’ve Never Been Hurt and is also a stand-alone 
resource

 y Restart Your Heart was a featured resource for Pastor 
Jentezen’s 21-day fast in January 2019, with more than 
500,000 people worldwide participating

Does it sometimes feel as though painful events and circumstances 
have caused your heart to flatline? Have you been looking for a chance 

to change? If you know that something needs to be done, then hear God 
saying to you, “It’s time.” Give him permission to begin a work of healing 
within you. It’s time to restart your heart.

In this inspiring 21-day devotional, author and pastor Jentezen Franklin 
offers hope and encouragement to individuals seeking reconciliation, heal-
ing, and breakthrough. Pastor Jentezen shows you how to leave behind 
hurt and bitterness, and instead choose love and forgiveness, to release 
unfathomable freedom and joy in Christ.

It is your season for healing. The Holy Spirit will help you in every single 
area of your life. Live in expectation!

Restart Your Heart
Jentezen Franklin

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jentezen Franklin is the 
senior pastor of Free Chapel, 
a multicampus church with a 
global reach. His messages 
influence generations through 
various outreaches and through 
his TV broadcast, Kingdom 
Connection. Jentezen is also 
a New York Times bestselling 
author who speaks at confer-
ences worldwide. He and his wife, Cherise, live in 
Gainesville, Georgia, and have five children. Find out 
more at JentezenFranklin.org.
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A Powerful Companion to the Major  
Motion Picture Breakthrough

 y Jason Noble will make major press appearances on a 
national level to promote the film

 y Noble has been featured on Megyn Kelly Today, The 700 
Club, and CBN

 y The major motion picture Breakthrough (20th Century 
Fox, April 2019) will release in 2,500 theaters across the 
country and will star Chrissy Metz (This Is Us) and Topher 
Grace (That ’70s Show)

Throughout his ministry, Pastor Jason Noble has witnessed miracles. 
And he was there when John Smith—a young boy who had fallen 

through ice and been declared dead—walked out of the hospital two 
weeks after being surrounded by prayer. Why, he asks, don’t believers see 
more wonders like this one?

In this powerful companion to the major motion picture Breakthrough, 
with a foreword from DeVon Franklin, Noble

•	 reveals the heart of miracles
•	 explores inspiring biblical and present-day accounts
•	 shows how God works in believers to invade the natural with 

the supernatural
•	 provides principles and tools to help readers welcome the 

miraculous
God longs to work wonders in your life. Let this book help you believe 

with boldness!

Breakthrough to  
Your Miracle
Jason Noble

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jason Noble is a pastor and 
motivational speaker who 
has always believed God can 
do the impossible—and has 
experienced it firsthand. Jason 
has served as a pastor and 
children’s pastor, as well as the 
National Children’s Ministries 
director for the Assemblies 
of God USA. He holds a BA in 
pastoral ministry from Northwest University. Jason 
and his wife, Paula, have four children and live in 
Temecula, California.
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God Can Turn Your Mess into a Message

 y Martini has served with Randy Clark, traveling with him 
for over four years, and is a strong leader from Global 
Awakening

 y Martini ministers with Bill Johnson, Robby Dawkins, Leif 
Hetland, and other Revival Alliance members

 y A helpful read for individuals who feel lost, pressured, 
anxious, or hopeless

 y Each chapter ends with prayers of activation

During one of the most painful and fragile points of his life—with his 
dreams as a young husband and dad having taken a nosedive—Paul 

Martini was depressed and feeling hopeless. But since then, he says, God 
has turned his mess into a message and given him life lessons about the 
power of peace.

In his fortifying debut, generous with first-person stories and illustra-
tions, Martini explores biblical secrets that will sustain you through life’s 
storms and help you overcome them, including

•	 peace is a person
•	 peace is a position
•	 peace is protection
•	 peace is powerful
•	 and more!

Discover the power of God’s peace to sustain you through the storms 
that challenge your destiny. Includes a foreword from Randy Clark.

Access and Release  
God’s Peace
Paul Martini

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Paul Martini, director of 
events and an associate evan-
gelist with Global Awakening, 
travels the world extensively, 
training, teaching, and impart-
ing the gifts of the Holy Spirit. 
He is a 2011 graduate of Global 
School of Ministry and an MDiv 
candidate at Regent University. 
He has served Randy Clark with 
honor and humility, traveling with him for more than 
four years. Paul is blessed with his beautiful wife, 
Ruth, and his five children, Giovanni, Giuliana, Shiloh, 
Freya, and Oscar. He is based at Global Awakening’s 
headquarters in Mechanicsburg, PA.
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Is Everything You’ve Always Wanted  
Already within You?

 y King and Ferris serve as pastors at one of the most influ-
ential Vineyard churches, where they lead an average of 
5,000 weekly attendees

 y Authors have partnered with Life Together Ministries to 
produce a small group curriculum that will reach 30,000 
churches

 y The Spirit Within meets a strong felt need for believers 
who want to grow deeper in their relationship with the 
Holy Spirit

Sometimes Christians—even those of us who have been following  
Jesus for a long time—have a sense of something missing. We feel 

that we should be more comfortable and confident in our relationship with 
God. We wonder, Shouldn’t I be more capable, peaceful, joyful,  
and spiritual? We are hungry for more.

Pastors Rob King and Eric Ferris explore this longing of “something 
missing” in their effective and inspirational new release by explaining how 
you can experience an ongoing, renewable, increasing awareness of the 
Holy Spirit within. 

The Spirit Within
Rob King and Eric Ferris

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Rob King is the senior pastor of Vineyard Cincinnati in Springdale, 
Ohio. He is focused on sharing the gospel message and encour-
aging people to follow Christ passionately. Rob began serving as 
senior pastor in 2013. He is a graduate of Illinois State University 
with a background in social work prior to entering full-time ministry 
in 1997. 

Eric Ferris is the executive teaching pastor of Vineyard Cincinnati. 
He holds an MA in biblical studies from Wheaton Graduate School. 
Eric is known for bringing clarity in complexity, love for the local 
church, and a straightforward approach to life and ministry.
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Powerful New Release from a Rising,  
Energetic Leader in the Vineyard Community

 y Author has ministry connections with Robby  
Dawkins, Randy Clark, and Putty Putman

 y Blount has been equipping believers and churches in 
living a life of empowered evangelism throughout the 
US and internationally for over 20 years

 y Blount has been featured as a guest on Sid Roth’s It’s 
Supernatural!

 y Foreword by Robby Dawkins

The Holy Spirit has empowered every believer not only to proclaim but 
also to demonstrate the reality of the good news of the gospel by living 

a lifestyle of signs and wonders that puts Jesus on display. As we look 
for the Holy Spirit’s activity happening around us, listen for His voice, and 
respond in obedience, we enable others to encounter the love and power 
of Jesus through us. We don’t bring ministry, Pastor Brian Blount says; we 
simply step into it. But there is still risk involved: We have to step out of 
the boat and walk on the water of uncertainty for the sake of the kingdom. 
How can we overcome the fear of failure and rejection? 

Offering practical insights and tools through true personal stories, Brian 
helps believers stand on a firm biblical foundation in order to engage in the 
ministry of Jesus every day.

Live boldly as you participate in the lively lifestyle of everyday evangelism!

Putting Jesus on Display 
with Love and Power
Brian Blount

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Brian Blount has spent the 
last twenty years equipping 
and training individuals, teams, 
and churches in healing, power 
evangelism, and prophetic 
ministry. He travels widely in 
the United States and interna-
tionally. He is a business owner 
and church planter. Brian is pas-
sionate about living a lifestyle 
of putting Jesus on display with love and power and 
equipping others to do the same. Brian and his wife, 
Jeanine, are currently senior pastors of Crestwood 
Vineyard Church in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where 
they live with their six children (including triplets).
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EXCERPT

How can a Christian be in 
bondage to the spirit of fear when 
the kingdom of God does not 
share territory with the kingdom of 
darkness? We allow the spirit of fear 
to take control not only of our lives, 
but of our pulpits and pews. That’s 
why the church today is in denial, 
because we have failed to embrace 
what Jesus Christ has called us to do: 
our true mission. 

It’s time to give the spirit of fear 
an eviction notice and kick it out of 
our churches and set believers free. 
No wonder the early church was 
feared and respected everywhere they 
went. Yet we have lost our way as the 
church today. We have abandoned our 
true calling to set the captives free. 

It’s time for us to claim our true 
identity as believers and the church of 
Jesus Christ, to take back the territory 
and regain the victory, because God 
has not given us the spirit of fear, but 
of power and love and a sound mind (2 
Timothy 1:7).

The worst fear is nothing but smoke 
and mirrors, and this is what FEAR 
means: false evidence appearing real. 
We have drunk the Kool-Aid and bitten 
into the devil’s lie. We must learn to cast 
out the spirit of fear once and for all from 
every believer’s life.

In Destroying Fear, you will learn how 
to break and uproot this tormenting spirit 
from your life and live the abundant life 
that Jesus promised us in His Word.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Armed and Dangerous
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A Powerful Read for Individuals 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John Ramirez is an inter-
nationally known evangelist, 
author, and highly sought-out 
speaker who for more than 16 
years has been teaching believ-
ers around the globe how to de-
feat the enemy. He has shared 
his powerful testimony—of 
being miraculously saved as a 
high-ranking satanic priest—on 
It’s Supernatural!, The 700 Club, TBN, Daystar and 
more. Learn more at www.johnramirez.org.

 y “John’s life message is the 
destruction of the works of 
darkness—a message the 
world needs today more than 
ever.”—Nicky Cruz, evangelist 
and bestselling author, on 
Armed and Dangerous

 y “John Ramirez writes an un-
precedented book about spir-
itual warfare.”—Jennifer Eivaz, 
founder of Harvest Interna-
tional and bestselling author, 
on Armed and Dangerous

 y Author is an internationally 
known evangelist, author, and 
highly sought-out  
speaker

Fear is a form of torment the enemy tries to plague people with in order to paralyze 
them, to steal their purpose and destiny from God’s best. None of us is immune to these 

attacks. Jesus came to destroy fear and set the captives free.
Speaking as one whom Jesus Christ set free from the devil’s grip, John Ramirez, once 

a satanic high priest, exposes the tormenting weapons of fear of our number one spiritual 
enemy, the devil, and equips and arms believers with the weapons of our warfare that 
God has given us through his Son, Jesus Christ, to abort the enemy’s mission. In this book, 
Destroying Fear, you will learn how to get back your peace and purpose and walk fearless 
into your destiny by dismantling every stronghold and stopping the enemy’s attacks once 
and for all, for a life of freedom!

Destroying Fear
John Ramirez
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A Compelling Classic on Strategic Prayer

 y More than 100,000 copies in print of the original edition

 y Dutch Sheets is an internationally known conference 
speaker, pastor, and bestselling author.

 y Includes a study guide to help readers put into practice 
what they have read

Be on alert! The enemy has already crippled believers in every nation 
around the world, and he continues to steal and destroy. But we have a 

part to play when Satan attacks. It is up to us to take responsibility and be 
watchful of his schemes. And we must become spiritually militant in order 
to counter his assaults.

In this repackaged classic, bestselling author Dutch Sheets issues a call 
for watchmen who, through strategic prayer and the Holy Spirit’s leading, 
pray a perimeter of protection around their loved ones, their cities, and 
their churches—while at the same time unraveling the schemes of the 
devil. God’s call still goes out for watchmen. Can you hear it? Join your 
fellow believers in fervent prayer!

Watchman Prayer
Dutch Sheets

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dutch Sheets is an inter-
nationally recognized author, 
teacher, and conference 
speaker. He travels extensively, 
empowering believers for 
passionate prayer and societal 
transformation. Dutch has 
pastored, taught on the college 
and seminary level, and served 
on the board of directors of 
numerous organizations. Helping America experience 
sweeping revival and return to its godly heritage is 
one of Dutch’s greatest passions. He is a messenger 
of hope, encouraging believers to contend for awak-
ening in our day and reformation in our lifetime. Learn 
more at www.dutchsheets.org.
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A Fortifying Book That Helps Readers Find 
Peace, Restoration, and Freedom

 y Horrobin is the founder and international director of 
Ellel Ministries, with centers in more than 30 countries

 y Building on the Rock will help believers apply the  
gospel and walk in healing and freedom

 y “To find a guide like this, covering the simplest truths 
of the faith to the deepest and most profound, is like 
discovering buried treasure—simply outstanding!” 
—David Kyle Foster

What is your heart crying out for? Is it healing from despair, anxiety, 
feelings of unworthiness, anger, chronic illness, or not feeling that 

there is even a reason to live? This powerful book will take you on a jour-
ney of hope and open your eyes to see God at work in your life. 

In this foundational work, Ellel Ministries founder and international 
director Peter Horrobin teaches you the basis of faith and helps you learn 
to walk in deep healing, restoration, and freedom. You will learn how to 
establish strong faith to prepare you for the marvelous journey God has 
planned for the rest of your life. Let the pain of your struggles be reshaped 
into a beautiful story of life transformation by the God who cares zealously 
for you!

Building on the Rock
Journey to Freedom #1

Peter Horrobin

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Peter Horrobin is the founder 
and international director of 
Ellel Ministries. There are now 
more than 30 Ellel centers 
throughout the world. Each 
center provides training courses, 
schools, and opportunities 
for personal prayer ministry. 
Peter is a graduate of Oxford 
University and was a successful 
publisher before starting Ellel in 1986. Peter and 
his wife, Fiona, live near the first Ellel center, Ellel 
Grange, in Lancashire, England. Learn more at  
www.ellelministries.org.
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EXCERPT

God is releasing a fresh, 
powerful dimension of Holy Spirit 
ability to discern the strategies of 
the enemy, the purposes and plans 
of heaven and its angel armies, and 
to see God’s path forward to victory. 
Regardless of spiritual positioning 
or one’s individual assignment from 
God, every believer needs to grow 
in the grace of the Lord to operate 
in discernment. Leaders need eyes 
to see and ears to hear what the 
Spirit of the Lord is saying to the 
church. Intercessors need insight in 
the realm of the Spirit so they can 
pray strategically and wage successful 
spiritual warfare.  Businesspeople 
and those called to government need 
the ability to separate, scrutinize, and 
judge what is going on in the kingdoms 
of this world so as not to be deceived 
by the god of this world system and 
can operate above reproach as a 
Daniel or Joseph. We must learn to 
question without being rebellious.  We 
must learn to judge without becoming 
judgmental. We must learn to scrutinize 
without becoming critical. Ministry team 
members, counselors, cell group leaders, 
and youth leaders, need a well-devel-
oped gift of discernment to effectively 
accomplish their assignments. Parents, 
grandparents, and students all need 
discernment to navigate the complexities 
of families and education in this modern 
age. Every believer needs to hear the 
voice of God, developed in discernment, 
in order to live lives of wisdom, victory, 
and breakthrough every single day. As 
we ask God for discernment, he will be 
faithful to give us eyes to see and ears to 
hear what the Spirit of God is saying.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jane Hamon and her husband, 
Tom, are senior leaders of 
Vision Church at Christian 
International in Santa Rosa 
Beach, Florida. Jane, a gifted 
teacher and storyteller, has 
written several books, including 
The Deborah Company and The 
Cyrus Decree. The Hamons 
have three children and a grow-
ing number of grandchildren. They make their home 
on the beautiful Emerald Coast of Florida.

 y Bestselling author of Dreams and 
Visions, Jane Hamon, now brings her 
expertise to the topic of discernment

 y Jane keeps an extensive travel 
schedule, ministering both nation-
ally and internationally, consulting 
with leaders, conducting prophetic 
workshops, and teaching at Bible 
colleges

 y “It is my joy to commend to you the 
writing, life, and ministry of this ex-
cellent woman of God.”—Dr. James 
W. Goll on Dreams and Visions

We are living in such critical times today that it is imperative for believers to learn to 
use every tool given to us by the Holy Spirit. We are called to be kingdom influenc-

ers—to discern the times in which we live, to discern the moves of the Holy Spirit, and to 
discern angels and demons.

With extensive expertise and personal experience, prophetic leader Jane Hamon takes 
a deep dive, biblically and practically, into one of the least known and most unused gifts of 
the Holy Spirit, covering the following topics:

•	 discerning the presence of God
•	 discerning the times
•	 discerning angels and demons
•	 discerning the hearts of people around you
•	 acting wisely with what you discern
•	 walking in wisdom and balance
•	 and more

This book will help you operate in greater spiritual authority and walk in wisdom as you 
help build God’s kingdom on earth.

Discernment
Jane Hamon
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Help for Walking Out of Weakness  
and into Grace

 y Robert Henderson speaks internationally to approxi-
mately 30,000 people a year 

 y Henderson’s book Operating in the Courts of Heaven has 
sold more than 200,000 copies

 y A powerful read for individuals hungry for God’s  
work in their lives

Does God stare down at us in unyielding disapproval? No, says author 
Robert Henderson. God’s gaze toward us is one of kindness and love. 

“Understanding his heart and expression,” he adds, “changes everything.” 
God is ready to pour out his unmerited favor on his children. It is up to us 
to receive it.

Always keying in on Scripture, global apostolic leader Robert Henderson 
shows how accessible the grace of God really is. He identifies the benefits 
of grace and how it will help you

•	 overcome hardship
•	 increase in fruitfulness
•	 live in strength
•	 walk under the control of the Holy Spirit and be free
•	 and more

God’s grace is abundantly available. Discover how you can receive it in 
the midst of life’s hardships. You need dwell no longer in weakness, but in 
goodness and holiness.

Operating in the Power  
of God’s Grace
Robert Henderson

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Robert Henderson is a global 
apostolic leader who operates 
in revelation and impartation. 
His teaching empowers the 
Body of Christ to see the hidden 
truths of Scripture clearly and 
then apply them for break-
through results. Driven by a 
mandate to disciple nations 
through writing and speaking, 
Robert travels extensively around the globe. Robert 
has been married to his high school sweetheart, 
Mary, for more than 35 years. They have six children 
and (at least) four grandchildren. Together, when 
he is not on the road, Robert and Mary enjoy life in 
beautiful Midlothian, Texas.
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Encouragement, Counsel, and Discernment 
from the Proverbs to Inspire You

 y Horrobin is the founder and international director of 
Ellel Ministries, with centers in more than 30 countries

 y Readers will find encouragement through the 40-day 
devotional journey through Proverbs

 y A deep dive into vital and life-changing principles from 
God’s Word

There are countless moments in our lives when we need help urgently. 
And at most times we are in need of wisdom for a whole array of 

situations. God has provided the book of Proverbs to give us the baseline 
we need for clearer understanding; it is filled with sage insight for every 
instance we can imagine. As we fill our hearts and minds with the wisdom 
provided there, we will be empowered to live in the light of heavenly 
counsel.

Within the pages of this book, you will embark on a 40-day journey, 
studying timeless principles from God’s Word. Each daily devotional, built 
around key verses in Proverbs, provides a rich source of wisdom to feed the 
soul and encourage the spirit.

Wisdom from the Proverbs
Peter Horrobin

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Peter Horrobin is the founder 
and international director of 
Ellel Ministries. There are now 
more than 30 Ellel centers 
throughout the world. Each 
center provides training courses, 
schools, and opportunities 
for personal prayer ministry. 
Peter is a graduate of Oxford 
University and was a successful 
publisher before starting Ellel in 1986. Peter and 
his wife, Fiona, live near the first Ellel center, Ellel 
Grange, in Lancashire, England. Learn more at  
www.ellelministries.org.
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 y Salvation by Allegiance Alone sold well and received 
wide attention and acclaim (named the Jesus Creed 
Book of the Year; covered in CT, the Christian Century,  
Englewood Review of Books, First Things, and The  
Gospel Coalition)

 y Shows why saving faith is better understood as  
allegiance

 y Challenges popular teachings on the biblical gospel

Is faith in Jesus enough for salvation? Perhaps, says Matthew Bates, but 
we’re missing pieces of the gospel. The biblical gospel can never change. 

Yet our gospel must change. The church needs an allegiance shift. 
Popular pastoral resources on the gospel are causing widespread 

confusion. Bates shows that the biblical gospel is different, fuller, and 
more beautiful than we have been led to believe. He explains that saving 
faith doesn’t come through trust in Jesus’s death on the cross alone but 
through allegiance to Christ the king. There is only one true gospel and one 
required response: allegiance.

Bates ignited conversation with his successful and influential book 
Salvation by Allegiance Alone. Here he goes deeper while making his 
acclaimed teaching on salvation more accessible and experiential for 
believers who want to better understand and share the gospel. The Gospel 
Must Change includes a guide for further conversation, making it ideal for 
church groups, pastors, leaders, and students.

The Gospel Must Change
Matthew W. Bates

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Matthew W. Bates (PhD, 
University of Notre Dame) is 
associate professor of theology 
at Quincy University in Quincy, 
Illinois. He is the author of 
Salvation by Allegiance Alone, 
named the Jesus Creed 2017 
Book of the Year and one of 
the Best Books of 2017 by 
Englewood Review of Books. 
He has also written The Birth of the Trinity and The 
Hermeneutics of the Apostolic Proclamation. Bates 
is cofounder and cohost of the popular OnScript 
podcast.

Why Our Gospel Must Change
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What Paul Has to Say to Pastors

 y McKnight is a world-renowned scholar, speaker,  
author, and blogger at the Jesus Creed blog

 y Explains Paul’s strategies for pastoral ministry

 y Speaks into the current crisis of character in ministry

Being a pastor is a complicated calling. Pastors are often pulled in multi-
ple directions and must “become all things to all people” (1 Cor. 9:22). 

What does the New Testament say (or not say) about the pastoral calling? 
And what can we learn about it from the apostle Paul?

According to popular New Testament scholar Scot McKnight, pastoring 
must begin first and foremost with spiritual formation, which plays a vital 
role in the life and ministry of the pastor. As leaders, pastors both create 
and nurture culture in a church. The biblical vision for that culture is Chris-
toformity, or Christlikeness. Grounding pastoral ministry in the pastoral 
praxis of the apostle Paul, McKnight shows that nurturing Christoformity 
was at the heart of the Pauline mission. The pastor’s central calling, then, 
is to mediate Christ in everything. McKnight explores seven dimensions 
that illustrate this concept—friendship, siblings, generosity, storytelling, 
witness, subverting the world, and wisdom—as he calls pastors to be 
conformed to Christ and to nurture a culture of Christoformity in their 
churches.

Pastor Paul
theological explorations For the church catholic

Scot McKnight

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Scot McKnight (PhD, University 
of Nottingham), a world- 
renowned scholar, writer, and 
speaker, is Julius R. Mantey 
Professor of New Testament at 
Northern Seminary in Lombard, 
Illinois. His blog, Jesus Creed, 
is one of the most popular and 
influential evangelical blogs. 
McKnight is the author or 
editor of more than sixty books, including It Takes a 
Church to Baptize, Adam and the Genome, Kingdom 
Conspiracy, The Jesus Creed, The King Jesus Gospel, 
and The Apostle Paul and the Christian Life. He is 
also a canon theologian for the Diocese of Churches 
for the Sake of Others.
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Recovering the Genius of Early  
Christian Discipleship

 y Sittser is the bestselling author of Water from a Deep 
Well, A Grace Disguised, and The Will of God as a Way  
of Life

 y Demonstrates how commitment to the lordship  
of Jesus and rigorous discipleship animated early  
Christianity and helped it thrive in a hostile world

 y Explores how the early Christian movement can  
guide Western churches today as they navigate a 
post-Christendom world

In our Western, post-Christendom society, much of Christianity’s cultural 
power, privilege, and influence has eroded. But all is not lost, says 

bestselling author Gerald Sittser. Although the church is concerned and 
sobered by this cultural shift, it is also curious and teachable.

Sittser shows how the early church offers wisdom for responding 
creatively to the West’s increasing secularization. The early Christian 
movement was surprisingly influential and successful in the Roman world, 
and so different from its two main rivals—traditional religion and Juda-
ism—that Rome identified it as a “third way.” Early Christians immersed 
themselves in the empire without significant accommodation to or isolation 
from the culture. They confessed Jesus as Lord and formed disciples 
accordingly, which helped the church grow in numbers and influence.

Sittser explores how Christians today can learn from this third way and 
respond faithfully, creatively, and winsomely to a world that sees Christian-
ity as largely obsolete. Each chapter introduces historical figures, ancient 
texts, practices, and institutions to explain and explore the third way of the 
Jesus movement, which, surprising everyone, changed the world. 

Resilient Faith
Gerald L. Sittser

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Gerald L. Sittser (PhD, Uni-
versity of Chicago) is the best-
selling author of Water from a 
Deep Well, A Grace Disguised, 
and The Will of God as a Way 
of Life. He is professor of theol-
ogy at Whitworth University in 
Spokane, Washington, where 
he also serves as senior fellow 
and researcher in the Office 
of Church Engagement. He specializes in the history 
of Christianity, Christian spirituality, and religion in 
American public life. Sittser has written for numerous 
publications, including Christianity Today, and has 
spoken at numerous churches, conferences, retreats, 
and colleges.
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EXCERPT

This is not a biography. This 
is not a book about Augustine. In 
a way, it’s a book Augustine has 
written about you. It’s a journey with 
Augustine as a journey into oneself. 
It’s a travelogue of the heart. It’s 
a road trip with a prodigal who’s 
already been where you think you 
need to go.

But it’s also the testimony of some-
one who has spent time on the road 
with Augustine. In Jack Kerouac’s 
iconic novel, On the Road, the narrator 
Sal Paradise plays chronicler to the 
antics of the star of the story, Dean 
Moriarty, who is really the exemplar, 
the hero, the model. Just call me Sal. 
I’ve been on a ride with Augustine. 
Here’s what I’ve seen; here’s what he’s 
shown me (about myself); here’s why 
you might consider coming along.

This is an invitation to journey with 
an ancient African who will surprise 
you by the extent to which he knows 
you. It’s not because he’s some guru, 
some Freudian analyst who haughtily 
sees through you. He only knows you 
because he’s been there, because he 
has a sense of the solidarity of the hu-
man race in our foibles and frustrations 
and failed pursuits. If he jackhammers 
his way into the secret corners of our 
hearts, unearthing our hungers and fears, 
it’s only because it’s familiar territory: 
he’s seen it all in his own soul. Augustine 
isn’t a judge; he’s more like an AA spon-
sor. “Nothing you could tell me would 
surprise me,” he would say. “Let me tell 
you my story.”
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Finding a Real-World  
Spirituality with the Patron  

Saint of Restless Hearts 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

James K. A. Smith (PhD, 
Villanova University) is a 
popular speaker who has 
written many books, including 
Awaiting the King, Imagining 
the Kingdom, How (Not) to Be 
Secular, and the Christianity 
Today Book Award winners You 
Are What You Love, Desiring 
the Kingdom, and Who’s Afraid 
of Postmodernism? He is professor of philosophy at 
Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where 
he also holds the Gary and Henrietta Byker Chair in 
Applied Reformed Theology and Worldview. He previ-
ously served as editor in chief of Comment magazine 
and is now editor in chief of Image journal. Smith has 
written for Christianity Today, First Things, the New 
York Times, the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and 
the Washington Post.
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You Are What You Love
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Popular speaker and award-winning author James K. A. Smith has spent time on the road 
with Augustine, and he invites us to take this journey too. We might be surprised at how 

much we learn about ourselves along the way.
Following Smith’s successful You Are What You Love, this book shows how Augus-

tine can be a pilgrim guide to a spirituality that meets the complicated world we live in. 
Augustine, says Smith, is the patron saint of restless hearts—a guide who has been there, 
asked our questions, and knows our frustrations and failed pursuits. Augustine spent a 
lifetime searching for his heart’s true home and he can help us find our way. “What makes 
Augustine a guide worth considering,” says Smith, “is that he knows where home is, where 
rest can be found, what peace feels like, even if it is sometimes ephemeral and elusive 
along the way.” Addressing believers and skeptics alike, this book shows how Augustine’s 
timeless wisdom speaks to the worries and struggles of contemporary life, covering topics 
such as ambition, sex, friendship, freedom, parenthood, and death. As Smith vividly and 
colorfully brings Augustine to life for 21st-century readers, he also offers a fresh articulation 
of Christianity that speaks to our deepest hungers, fears, and hopes.

On the Road with Saint 
Augustine
James K. A. Smith

 y Smith is a popular speaker and 
an award-winning author

 y Follows Smith’s successful You 
Are What You Love (over 90,000 
copies sold)

 y Has written for CT, First Things, 
the New York Times, the Wall 
Street Journal, USA Today, and 
the Washington Post

 y Shows how an ancient African 
can be a pilgrim guide to the 
challenges of contemporary 
life

Seth Thompson, © 2017 Green 
Frog Photo
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An Innovative, Next-Generation  
Preaching Textbook

 y Author is a leading teacher of preachers

 y A basic preaching textbook designed to prepare  
effective communicators for the church’s  
multicultural future

 y Emphasizes the deliberate practices preachers must 
cultivate throughout their lives

 y A companion website offers audio and video sermons,  
video responses from the author, and contributions 
from a diverse range of collaborators

Leading homiletician Jared Alcántara offers a practice-centered, collabo-
rative, technologically innovative, next-generation introductory preach-

ing textbook. The book breaks new ground by adopting a practice-based 
approach to teaching preaching and by using innovative technological 
delivery to enhance the educational experience of learners.

Alcántara introduces the basics of Christian preaching and emphasizes 
the skills preachers must cultivate throughout their lives. He shows that 
preachers can learn effective preaching by paying keen attention to five 
key competencies: clarity, context, concreteness, creativity, and conviction. 
Featuring the perspectives of a diverse team of collaborators, The Practices 
of Christian Preaching is designed to prepare effective communicators for 
the church’s multicultural future.

Call-outs in the book direct readers to a companion website for further 
information or practice. The online resources include audio and video ser-
mons, video responses from the author, and contributions from collaborators, 
enabling Alcántara to coach students by showing them instead of just telling 
them. A Spanish language edition will be forthcoming.

The Practices of Christian 
Preaching
Jared E. Alcántara

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jared E. Alcántara (PhD, 
Princeton Theological Semi-
nary) is associate professor 
of preaching and occupies the 
Paul W. Powell Endowed Chair 
in Preaching at Truett Theologi-
cal Seminary, Baylor University, 
in Waco, Texas. An ordained 
Baptist minister, he has served 
as a youth pastor, associate 
pastor, and teaching pastor in Illinois, Massachusetts, 
Oregon, and New Jersey. Alcántara previously taught 
at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. He has written 
two preaching books and is a member of the Academy 
of Homiletics, the Evangelical Homiletics Society, and 
the Hispanic Theological Initiative.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Michael W. Goheen (PhD, University 
of Utrecht) is director of theological ed-
ucation at the Missional Training Center 
in Tempe, Arizona; scholar-in-residence 
for the Surge Network of Churches–
Phoenix; and professor of missional 
theology at Covenant Theological 
Seminary.

Jim Mullins is pastor of vocational 
and theological formation at Redemp-
tion Church in Tempe, Arizona, and 
director of faith, work, and rest at the 
Surge Network of churches–Phoenix.

Tracing the Story of God’s  
Saving Acts in the World

Participating in the Everyday  
Work of God’s Mission

This book argues that God’s mission is broad and that all of us can live with 
missional intentionality by understanding the many facets of missions and 

focusing on a particular calling. Just like different instruments of a symphony 
harmonize together, each aspect of human participation in mission—evange-
lism, justice initiatives, poverty alleviation, faithful work in the marketplace, 
art—helps us play our part in God’s work in the world. Combining expertise 
from a mission scholar and a working pastor, the book includes practical 
examples and tools to help readers imagine their part in God’s mission.

The Symphony of Mission
Michael W. Goheen and Jim Mullins

Bringing Pentecostal theology into the Bible and mission conversation, 
Amos Yong identifies the role of the divine spirit in God’s mission to 

redeem the world. As he works through the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, 
Yong emphasizes the global missiological imperative: “People of all nations 
reaching out to people of all nations.” Sidebars include voices from around 
the globe who help the author put the biblical text into conversation with 
twenty-first-century questions, offering the church a fresh understanding of 
its mission and how to pursue it in the decades to come.

Mission after Pentecost
mission in global community

Amos Yong

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Amos Yong (PhD, Boston University) is 
professor of theology and mission and 
director of the Center for Missiological 
Research at Fuller Theological Seminary 
in Pasadena, California. He is the 
author of numerous books, including 
Spirit of Love: A Trinitarian Theology 
of Grace and The Bible, Disability, and 
the Church.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Abraham Kuruvilla (PhD, University of 
Aberdeen) is research professor of pas-
toral ministries at Dallas Theological 
Seminary in Dallas, Texas. He authored 
A Vision for Preaching (a Preaching To-
day Book Award winner) and Privilege 
the Text! A Theological Hermeneutic 
for Preaching. A past president of the 
Evangelical Homiletics Society, he blogs 
regularly at homiletix.com.

The Purpose, Nature, and  
Context of Homiletics

A Comprehensive Guide  
to Preaching

Abraham Kuruvilla’s A Vision for Preaching offered an integrated biblical 
and theological vision for preaching. A Manual for Preaching addresses 

the practical (and perennial) issue of how to move from the biblical text to an 
effective sermon. The author, a well-respected teacher of preachers, shows 
how to discern the text’s theological meaning and let that meaning shape 
the development of the sermon. Clearly written and illustrated with Old 
Testament and New Testament examples, the book helps preachers negotiate 
larger swaths of Scripture and includes two annotated sermon manuscripts 
from Kuruvilla.

A Manual for Preaching
Abraham Kuruvilla

How can preachers preach biblically faithful sermons that move listeners 
to positive action? An author on the cutting edge of contemporary hom-

iletics and theology offers a fresh approach to preaching that helps listeners 
see themselves as actors in God’s grand drama. Ahmi Lee presents a unifying 
“third way” in homiletical approaches (i.e., theodramatic) that reimagines 
the preacher’s role in relation to the Bible, the congregation, and the world. 
The book not only helps students understand various preaching models but 
also is relevant to working preachers who want to critique and improve their 
approach. Foreword by Mark Labberton.

Preaching God’s  
Grand Drama
Ahmi Lee

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ahmi Lee (PhD, Fuller Theological 
Seminary) is assistant professor 
of preaching at Fuller Theological 
Seminary in Pasadena, California. She 
has been involved in ministry in Japan, 
Malaysia, South Korea, India, Australia, 
and South Africa.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Matt Jenson (PhD, University of 
St. Andrews) is associate professor of 
theology in the Torrey Honors Institute 
at Biola University in La Mirada, Califor-
nia. He is the author or coauthor of 
several books, including The Church: A 
Guide for the Perplexed, and is ordained 
in the Evangelical Covenant Church.

Understanding the Work  
of Christian Theology

Learning from Key Thinkers  
in Christian History

G. K. Chesterton wrote, “Tradition means giving votes to the most obscure 
of all classes, our ancestors. It is the democracy of the dead.” This book 

pays homage to major theologians of the Christian tradition that tell the 
history of theology. Matt Jenson engages in charitable yet critical exposition 
and dialogue with eleven select thinkers, offering a lucid, synthetic account 
of their theology with a view to ongoing systematic theological issues. He 
engages directly with core primary texts and treats individual theologians in 
greater depth and nuance than most overview textbooks.

Theology in the Democracy  
of the Dead
Matt Jenson

John Webster, one of the world’s leading systematic theologians, published 
extensively on the nature and practice of Christian theology. This work 

marked a turning point in Webster’s theological development and is his most 
substantial statement on the task of theology. It shows why theology matters 
and why its pursuit is a demanding but exhilarating venture. Previously 
unavailable in book form, this magisterial statement, now edited and critically 
introduced for the first time, presents Webster’s legendary lectures to a wider 
readership. It contains an extensive introductory essay by Ivor Davidson.

The Culture of Theology
John Webster; Ivor J. Davidson  
and Alden C. McCray, eds.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & EDITORS

John Webster (1955–2016; PhD, 
University of Cambridge) was professor 
of divinity at the University of St. An-
drews.

Ivor J. Davidson (PhD, University of 
Glasgow) is honorary research pro-
fessor at King’s College, University of 
Aberdeen, in Aberdeen, Scotland.

Alden C. McCray is a PhD candidate 
at the University of St. Andrews.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Grant Macaskill (PhD, University 
of St. Andrews) is Kirby Laing Chair 
of New Testament Exegesis at the 
University of Aberdeen in Aberdeen, 
Scotland. He previously taught at the 
University of St. Andrews and is the 
author of several books, including Union 
with Christ in the New Testament and 
The New Testament and Intellectual 
Humility.

A Guide to Current  
Developments and Approaches

A Leading Scholar Introduces  
Paul’s Theology of Participation

Leading New Testament theologian Grant Macaskill introduces Paul’s 
understanding of the Christian life, which is grounded in the apostle’s the-

ology of union with Christ. The author shows that the exegetical foundations 
for a Christian moral theology emerge from the idea of union with Christ. 
Macaskill covers various aspects of Christian moral theology, exploring key 
implications of the New Testament idea of participatory union for the Chris-
tian life as they unfold in Paul’s letters.

Living in Union with Christ
Grant Macaskill

This book surveys the current landscape of New Testament studies, 
offering readers a concise guide to contemporary discussions. Bringing 

together a diverse group of experts, it covers research on the most important 
issues in New Testament studies, including new discipline areas, making it an 
ideal supplemental textbook for a variety of courses on the New Testament. 
Michael Bird, David Capes, Greg Carey, Lynn Cohick, David deSilva, Dennis 
Edwards, Michael Gorman, and Abson Joseph are among the contributors.

The State of New Testament Studies
Scot McKnight and Nijay K. Gupta, eds.

ABOUT THE EDITORS

Scot McKnight (PhD, University of 
Nottingham) is Julius R. Mantey Pro-
fessor of New Testament at Northern 
Seminary in Lombard, Illinois.

Nijay K. Gupta (PhD, Durham 
University) is associate professor of 
New Testament at Portland Seminary 
in Portland, Oregon. He founded the 
popular blog, Crux Sola.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Christopher R. Hutson (PhD, Yale 
University) is associate professor of 
New Testament and associate dean for 
academic programs and services in the 
College of Biblical Studies at Abilene 
Christian University in Abilene, Texas.

New in the Paideia:  
Commentaries on the new testament

Drawing from many parts of the broad Christian tradition, this commentary 
on First and Second Timothy and Titus helps readers gain a stronger 

understanding of early Christian ministry in the first two centuries. Paideia 
commentaries show how the texts use ancient narrative and rhetorical strat-
egies to form and shape the reader and provide a fresh reading of the biblical 
texts in light of ancient culture and modern issues. Students, pastors, and 
other readers will appreciate the historical, literary, and theological insight 
offered in this commentary.

First and Second Timothy and Titus
paideia: commentaries on  
the new testament

Christopher R. Hutson

This practical commentary on Revelation is conversant with contemporary 
scholarship, draws on ancient backgrounds, and attends to the theological 

nature of the text. Sigve Tonstad, an expert in the early Jewish context of the 
New Testament, offers a nonretributive reading of Revelation and addresses 
the issue of divine violence. Paideia commentaries explore how New Testament 
texts form Christian readers by attending to the ancient narrative and rhetorical 
strategies the text employs, showing how the text shapes moral habits, and 
making judicious use of photos and sidebars in a reader-friendly format.

Revelation
paideia: commentaries on  
the new testament

Sigve K. Tonstad

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sigve K. Tonstad (PhD, University of 
St. Andrews) is professor of religion 
and assistant professor of medicine at 
Loma Linda University in Loma Linda, 
California. He previously pastored a 
church in Norway and is the author of 
several books.
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The First in a New Series of  
Handbooks on the New Testament

 y Author is a leading evangelical biblical scholar whose 
previous books have sold well

 y Accessibly written with classroom utility

 y Modeled after the successful OT Handbook series

Leading biblical scholar Thomas Schreiner provides an easy-to-navigate 
resource for studying and understanding the Acts of the Apostles and 

the Pauline Letters. This accessibly written volume summarizes the content 
of each major section of the biblical text to help readers quickly grasp the 
sense of particular passages.

This is the first volume in the handbooks on The new TesTamenT series, 
which is modeled after Baker Academic’s successful Old Testament hand-
book series. Series volumes are neither introductions nor commentaries, 
as they focus primarily on the content of the books studied without getting 
bogged down in historical-critical questions or detailed verse-by-verse ex-
egesis. The series will contain three volumes that span the entirety of the 
New Testament, with future volumes covering the Gospels and Hebrews 
through Revelation. Written with classroom utility and pastoral application 
in mind, these books will appeal to students, pastors, and laypeople alike.

Handbook on Acts  
and Paul’s Letters
handbooks on the new testament

Thomas R. Schreiner

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Thomas R. Schreiner (PhD, 
Fuller Theological Seminary) 
is James Buchanan Harrison 
Professor of New Testament 
Interpretation and professor of 
biblical theology at Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary 
in Louisville, Kentucky. He 
has taught at SBTS for more 
than twenty years. Schreiner 
is the author or editor of numerous books, including 
Romans in the BECNT series, The King in His Beauty, 
New Testament Theology, Magnifying God in Christ, 
Interpreting the Pauline Epistles, and Paul, Apostle of 
God’s Glory in Christ.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Romans, 2nd ed.
978-1-5409-6005-4
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ABOUT THE EDITOR

Freddy Cardoza (PhD, Southern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary) is dean of 
Grace Theological Seminary and dean 
of the School of Ministry Studies at 
Grace College in Winona Lake, Indiana. 
He served for eight years as executive 
director of the Society of Professors in 
Christian Education (SPCE).

New in the CatholiC Commentary  
on SaCred SCripture

Meeting the Changing Needs  
of the 21st-Century Church

This introductory textbook solidly situates Christian education in the church 
and ministry context of the 21st century. With over 20 years of ministry, 

teaching, and leadership experience, Freddy Cardoza is uniquely qualified to 
bring together a wide range of Christian educators. This volume features the 
expertise of 25 evangelical scholars of Christian education, including diverse, 
next-generation voices in the field. It provides balanced biblical-theological 
and practical perspectives for church and parachurch leaders, equipping 
them to meet the ever-changing needs of our world. Additional resources for 
professors and students are available through Textbook eSources.

Christian Education
Freddy Cardoza, ed.

This final volume in the successful CaThoLiC CommenTary on saCred sCripTure 
series interprets First and Second Thessalonians from within the living 

tradition of the Church. Nathan Eubank recovers interpretations of these 
Pauline letters from the ancient and medieval church as he explores their 
historical and theological significance. Attractively packaged and accessibly 
written, this commentary series relates Scripture to Christian life today.

First and Second Thessalonians
catholic commentary on sacred scripture

Nathan Eubank

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nathan Eubank (PhD, Duke University) 
is associate professor of New Testa-
ment at the University of Notre Dame 
in Notre Dame, Indiana. He previously 
taught at the University of Oxford and 
is the author of Wages of Cross- 
Bearing and Debt of Sin: The Economy 
of Heaven in Matthew’s Gospel.
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Four Views on a Much-Debated  
Issue in Church and Culture

 y Surveys one of the most pressing and controversial 
issues facing the evangelical church today 

 y Brings together contributors with expertise and 
platforms in the study of transgender identities (Owen 
Strachan, Mark A. Yarhouse and Julia Sadusky, Megan K. 
DeFranza, and Justin Sabia-Tanis)

 y Offers a model for the church to engage a contested topic

One of the most pressing issues facing the evangelical church today 
involves dramatic shifts in our culture’s perceptions regarding human 

sexuality. While homosexuality and same-sex marriage have been at the 
forefront, there is a new cultural awareness of sexual diversity and gender 
dysphoria. The transgender phenomenon has become a high-profile, battle-
ground issue in the culture wars.

This book offers a full-scale dialogue on transgender identities from 
across the Christian theological spectrum. It brings together contribu-
tors with expertise and platforms in the study of transgender identities to 
articulate and defend differing perspectives on this contested topic. After 
an introductory chapter surveys key historical moments and current issues, 
four views are presented by Owen Strachan, Mark A. Yarhouse and Julia 
Sadusky, Megan K. DeFranza, and Justin Sabia-Tanis. The authors respond 
to one another’s views in a respectful manner, modeling thoughtful dialogue 
around a controversial theological issue. The book helps readers understand 
the spectrum of views among Christians and enables Christian communities 
to establish a context where conversations can safely be held.

Understanding  
Transgender Identities
James K. Beilby and  
Paul Rhodes Eddy, eds.

ABOUT THE EDITORS

James K. Beilby (PhD, Mar-
quette University) is professor 
of systematic and philosophical 
theology at Bethel University 
in St. Paul, Minnesota. He has 
written or edited numerous 
books, including Thinking about 
Christian Apologetics.

Paul Rhodes Eddy (PhD, Mar-
quette University) is professor 
of biblical and theological 
studies at Bethel University in 
St. Paul, Minnesota. He is the 
author or editor of a number 
of books, including Across the 
Spectrum.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Adam Neder (PhD, Princeton Theologi-
cal Seminary) is Bruner-Welch Professor 
of Theology at Whitworth University in 
Spokane, Washington, and the author 
of Participation in Christ: An Entry into 
Karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics. He has 
been voted Most Influential Professor 
by four Whitworth senior classes.

A Groundbreaking Work by  
a Leading Theologian

The Art of Teaching  
the Christian Faith

Teaching Christianity involves more than merely conveying theological 
information. In order to reach their students, all who teach the Christian 

faith must have a clear awareness of its unique challenges and a compelling 
theological vision of what it means to teach well. Adam Neder explores the 
joys and inherent risks of teaching the Christian faith, offering a creative 
theological and spiritual reflection on the art of teaching theology. This 
engaging book provides practical recommendations and a wealth of fresh 
theological insights for teachers, pastors, and Christian educators.

Theology as a Way of Life
Adam Neder

Ecclesiology is a key issue for the present age of church history. This 
groundbreaking work by one of today’s leading theologians offers a major 

Protestant ecclesiology for the church catholic. This volume, the first of three, 
considers the priesthood of the church in light of the priesthood of Christ. Tom 
Greggs shows the connection between Christ’s work as high priest and the 
universal church’s role in salvation. All together, the three volumes will offer 
a major statement on the doctrine of the church for Christians from a variety 
of backgrounds.

Dogmatic Ecclesiology, vol. 1
Tom Greggs

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tom Greggs (PhD, Cambridge Uni-
versity) holds the Marischal Chair of 
Divinity at the University of Aberdeen in 
Aberdeen, Scotland, and is a founding 
codirector of the Aberdeen Centre for 
Protestant Theology. He has written 
several books, including Theology 
against Religion: Constructive Dia-
logues with Bonhoeffer and Barth.
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